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ExecuƟve Summary
Markets (e.g. housing, retail, development, etc.) are always in flux, impacted by national,
regional, and local conditions. The last decade is a stark reminder of this fact. The
Great Recession significantly impacted development and growth in most sectors of the
marketplace; and while there has been a slow and modest recovery, the effects have
been long lasting. Demographics are also shifting both in Illinois and nationally where
there is a growing senior citizen population (due to the baby-boomers generation), as
well as more families delaying (or not having) children. These population shifts affect
housing needs and increases the desire for more varied types of housing developments.
There is also a growing demand for better bike and pedestrian accommodations, as
well as a desire for more walkable commercial centers.

Purpose
The objective of this project is to develop a
plan that will help Le Roy better position itself
favorably in response to emerging market
trends. The City of Le Roy desires to complete
a comprehensive Economic Development Plan
that will assess the City’s existing and future
marketplace, evaluate the City’s commercial
and industrial areas for redevelopment
opportunities, and develop a strategic
implementation plan that will capitalize on
the market opportunities identified during the
planning process.
This can be accomplished by making smart infrastructure improvements, fostering
sustainable business growth, and effectively marketing those development types that
meet an undeserved market sector as well as those market sectors that Le Roy shows a
competitive advantage in. And finally, this Plan will provide realistic funding programs
that will allow for implementation of the Plan’s strategies and recommendations.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER TWO: MARKET ANALYSIS

Planning Process

Context

This Plan was discussed and developed with
an ad-hoc steering committee between August
2015 and October 2016. The process involved
people who are directly affected by the Economic
Development Plan, especially local businesses,
through online surveys and public meetings.
The survey included economic development and
shopping habit questions, providing a snapshot
of the local business market and the needs of
the community. The project concluded with a
presentation and public hearing before the City
Council.

Survey Responses
Two-thirds of respondents do their grocery
shopping in Bloomington/Normal (65%), while
30% doing their grocery shopping in Le Roy. For
their non-grocery needs, the majority also shop
in Bloomington/Normal (89%) with only 2% doing
their primary non-grocery shopping in Le Roy.
The majority of respondents only go out to eat 1-2
times a month for breakfast (44%), lunch (46%)
and dinner (48%); however, roughly one-third go
out 1-2 times a week for lunch and dinner. The
best time for consumers to shop during the week
is from 4pm-7pm (62%) and 10am-4pm on the
weekend (78%).
When asked what attracts respondents to shop in
Le Roy, the majority noted its convenient location,
friendly service, non-chain stores (buying local),
and the option to shop after 5pm on weekdays.
The majority also felt that high prices (77%)
and poor selection of goods/services (68%)
were the primary disadvantages of shopping in
Le Roy. In order to get more of their business,
most respondents stated a need for more
competitive pricing (76%), more variety of stores/
establishments (66%), and a better selection of
merchandise (61%).
Downtown parking does not seem to be an issue
with 97% of respondents typically parking within
one block or less away from their destination(s).
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Le Roy is in McLean County in central Illinois,
approximately fifteen miles southeast of
Bloomington-Normal, IL. The City is bisected
by I-74 corridor, carrying roughly 16,000-21,000
vehicles per day, and by US 150, carrying 1,0002,000 vehicles a day.

Residential Profile
To more fully understand Le Roy’s marketplace,
it is necessary to review key area indicators to
decipher resident spending potential and habits.
This analysis will draw on Le Roy’s market share
within the County, as well as contrast these
statistics to other comparable communities (i.e.
Fairbury, Gibson City, Monticello and Tuscola).
For this analysis, the demographics are based
on each municipality’s convenience trade area,
which is a generalized 2.5-mile radius from the
central business district.
According to the 2010 US Census, the City’s
population was 3,560, which is approximately
2% of the County’s population. The City of
Bloomington and the Town of Normal have the
largest percentage of the County’s population
with 45% and 31%, respectively. The State of
Illinois Data Portal (2015-2025 Projections)
shows Le Roy’s population projected to grow by
6% by 2040.
Based on the 2010 Census, Le Roy’s median age
is 38.2, which is higher than the County’s median
age (32.1) and the State as a whole (36.6). In
general, Le Roy and the State have similar sized
age cohorts. In comparison to McLean County,
Le Roy has a higher percentage of residents
in the 65 and older age bracket and less in the
under 25 age bracket. However, when looking
at the comparable marketplaces, Le Roy has the
lowest percentage of seniors (i.e. 65 and older)
and the lowest median age.
Based on 2009-2013 American Community
Survey data, Le Roy lags behind the County
but surpasses the State in all three income
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indicators. As compared to the County and the
State, the City has seen the smallest percent
change since 2000 in per capita income but the
largest percent change in median family income.
This could indicate increased income inequality
because per capita income (an average) is being
distorted by lower wage earners. Looking at the
comparable marketplaces, the Le Roy CTA is at
or slightly higher in all three income indicators.
In review of the lifestyle segmentation to the
comparable marketplaces, Le Roy is unique with
only Fairbury having a substantial portion of the
population identified as rural (the others have
between 3-8% rural). Gibson City and Tuscola are
the least comparable as about 20% of residents
live in a metro city.

Retail Analysis
Trade areas are regions that generate customers
to a certain retail area. There are two types of
trade areas: Convenience Trade Area (CTA) and
Destination Trade Area (DTA). The CTA is where
most of the customers are coming from are shop
due mainly to the convenience. The DTA is a
larger area where customers are drawn from due
to comparison shopping and price point.
Based on the retail gap analysis, Le Roy’s
marketplace is seeing significant leakage of sales
to other marketplaces. Those industries that have
current sales but have a significant demand gap
are shown below, and those that have demand
because there is no current competition are
shown on the right. Each provide opportunities
with varying degrees of risk.

Le Roy’s CTA and DTA Trade Areas

Demand w/ No Current Sales in Le Roy’s Trade Areas

Demand

CTA
Nonstore Retailers
Electronic Shopping & Mail-Order Houses
Clothing & Clothing Accessories Stores
Clothing Stores
Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores
Furniture Stores
Other Motor Vehicle Dealers
Shoe Stores
Jewelry, Luggage & Leather Goods Stores
Specialty Food Stores
Office Supplies, Stationery & Gift Stores
Florists

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Electronics & Appliance Stores
Auto Parts, Accessories & Tire Stores
Home Furnishings Stores
Automobile Dealers
Bldg Material & Supplies Dealers
Sporting Goods/Hobby/Musical Instr Stores
Department Stores Excluding Leased Depts.
Health & Personal Care Stores
Book, Periodical & Music Stores

Demand
$1,516,227
$776,369
$529,383
$10,360,555
$1,637,212
$1,134,190
$3,551,308
$5,331,864
$313,481

Suppy
$115,382
$101,208
$113,233
$2,396,145
$397,861
$282,029
$918,550
$1,493,100
$98,046

$3,742,977
$3,308,493
$2,699,217
$1,935,457
$562,203
$531,668
$494,828
$397,816
$365,944
$202,937
$150,499
$48,365

Demand

DTA
Nonstore Retailers
Electronic Shopping & Mail-Order Houses
Clothing & Clothing Accessories Stores
Clothing Stores
Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores
Furniture Stores
Other Motor Vehicle Dealers
Shoe Stores
Jewelry, Luggage & Leather Goods Stores
Specialty Food Stores
Office Supplies, Stationery & Gift Stores
Florists

Top 10 Retail Industry Opportunities, Destination Trade Area (DTA)

DTA
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$5,103,142
$4,501,148
$3,603,230
$2,581,872
$755,911
$714,861
$692,872
$533,196
$488,162
$275,682
$204,052
$67,836

Retail Gap

% of Gap
to Demand

$1,400,845
$675,161
$416,150
$7,964,410
$1,239,351
$852,161
$2,632,758
$3,838,764
$215,435

92%
87%
79%
77%
76%
75%
74%
72%
69%
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Below are the retail opportunities for the City of
Le Roy based on current demand gap.
► Fast-Food Establishment: Only 37% percent
desired more fast-food establishments;
however, this has a larger demand gap than
the sit-down restaurant category. Plus, fast
food establishments cater to more than just
the residential trade area (i.e., to commuters
and visitors as well), which increases their
financial viability.
Based on the fast-food establishments
along Interstate 74 between Mahomet and
Bloomington and analysis of franchise
requirements, Taco Bell, KFC, Dairy Queen
and Burger King are the most compatible
with the Le Roy interchange. There is even
an opportunity to combine two of these
franchises with a multi-brand store (Taco Bell
/ KFC).
► Sit-Down Restaurant / Food Establishment:
The majority of respondents to the consumer
survey suggested a need for additional
eateries, especially a bakery (54%), family
(sit-down) restaurant (54%) and coffee shop
(47%). There is competition in the surrounding
communities, especially in the larger cities.
However, there may be a market for a sitdown restaurant if the supplementary markets
are targeted.
► Clothing Store: There is a potential
market for a clothing business in the City.
However, brand and comparative shopping
opportunities generally dictate where clothing
stores locate.
Based on the consumer
survey, the majority of non-grocery shopping
is being done in the Bloomington/Normal
area. Therefore, this opportunity may prove
to be unsustainable, unless the business can
pull customers from beyond the Le Roy trade
area (e.g., visitors, commuters, residents from
other marketplaces). One such opportunity
would be to lure a chain/box store(s) to locate
on undeveloped lands surrounding the I-74
interchange.

vi
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One example would be the Green Bay-based
retailer, Shopko, who over the last five years
has developed a smaller format store that has
augmented Shopko’s larger store model that
is focused around small rural communities.
This new format (Hometown) will range in
size between 15,000-35,000 square feet
and will sell apparel, home furnishings,
toys, consumer electronics, seasonal items,
groceries and lawn-and-gardens products.
Notably, two of the comparable communities
(Tuscola and Monticello) have a Hometown
Shopko.
► Additional Goods/Services: Based on
comparative markets and resident population
in the DTA, there may be an opportunity
for a dentist office, pharmacy and a salon/
barbershop.
► Expand Existing Good/Service: There are
additional industry groups that are adequately
servicing the trade area, but have potential to
increase their market share. These industry
groups include general merchandise stores,
limited-service eating places, full-service
restaurants, and miscellaneous store retailers.
► Add Supplementary Good/Service: In
some cases there are industry groups that
cannot be sustained on their own, but could
be added to an existing business to make it
a viable option, such as home furnishings,
electronic/appliances, beer/wine/liquor, and
sporting goods/hobby/musical instruments/
books.

CHAPTER THREE: PHYSICAL ASSESSMENT
Redevelopment Opportunities
Parcels that are strong candidates for
reinvestment are either vacant or are for sale,
have low improvement value (relative to land
value), have buildings that are in poor condition,
or have uses that are ill-suited for a downtown
environment. The map on the next page illustrate
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reinvestment opportunities within the City’s
interstate and downtown areas.
► Red parcels are the most viable for
reinvestment/redevelopment, as they do not
have structures or they are currently for sale.
Red outlined properties are currently vacant
and may be quite viable for redevelopment if
the buildings are habitually vacant.
► Orange parcels are viable for reinvestment/
redevelopment due to low values, but they are
not for sale and they are not vacant.
► Purple parcels are least viable for
redevelopment due to the parcels not being for
sale and the buildings having significant value;
however, these site are better suited for other
uses and could be relocated/removed (e.g.,
single family residential uses). Since these
properties are positively contributing to the
City’s tax base, this should only be considered
in order to expand a redevelopment area to suit
a proposed (re)development. For instance, if
adjacent properties are viable redevelopment
sites (i.e., shown in red and orange in Figure
3.9).
► Yellow
parcels
are
candidates
for
reinvestment to improve poor exterior
conditions.
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CHAPTER FOUR: ED STRATEGIES
The economic development strategy for the City is
an asset-based strategy which involves leveraging
its local resources (i.e. natural resources, sociocultural, and economic advantages). Based on
this strategy several over-arching strategies are
being recommended.

Administration (A)
A-1: Organize a commission/board made up
of members from the City Council, Chamber of
Commerce, local businesses, residents, and
regional partners (w/ 3-yr terms). This group will
meet regularly and discuss and push forward all
of the actions outlined in this plan.
A-2: Create a TIF District encompass areas
where public improvements are needed the
most and where it will have the greatest impact

Economic Development Plan vii
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on potential redevelopment opportunities. The
City should work closely with the school district
when devising the TID boundary and project
plan to produce an equitable funding tool that will
eventually result in a benefit to the local schools.
A-3: Utilize McLean County’s Revolving Loan
Fund (RLF), which provides financial assistance
to new or expanding businesses that expand job
opportunities in the County.
A-4: Develop a facade improvement grant
program. This will help stimulate exterior building
improvements and improve the perception of the
City.

Marketing and Events (ME)
ME-1: Establish a Buy Local Program. For the
economic health of the community it is important
to encourage residents and those living in small
communities around Le Roy, to shop in the
City. Opportunities include holiday cards, shop
local week, and advertise “buy local” in (vacant)
storefronts.
ME-2: Enhance the Village’s online presence as
society is increasingly receiving a large portion
of its information from online sources. Specific
tactics here involve expanding the presence of
the City’s websites online, creating a Chamber
website, and encourage customers to review
local businesses online.
ME-3: Businesses should use traditional media
sources for advertising including the radio and
newspapers. Although the internet is a popular
way to get information, people still use other
types of media to get news and information particularly the older demographic.
ME-4: The City’s logo should be expanded represented on community entry signs, on street
banners and on the water tower (when repainting
is required). Another consideration may be to
freshen up the brand before expanding it.

viii City of Le Roy

ME-5: Make sure gas, food, lodging, 24-hour
pharmacies and campgrounds take advantage
of the I-DOT’s Business Logo Signing Program
around the Le Roy I-74 interchange.
ME-6: Create packets that welcomes new visitors
and informs them about Le Roy’s history, services,
and businesses. Potential include business
coupons.
ME-7: Market existing community events to
a wider audience and consider hosting new
events such as art installation, farmer’s markets,
concerts, movie nights, and sidewalk sales.

Infrastructure and Signage (IS)
IS-1.1: General guidelines are provided to address
streetscaping issues within the community. The
City should consult these recommendations prior
to reconstruction of the public right-of-way or
other streetscaping improvement projects.
IS-1.2: The streetscape within the downtown
district could be improved to enhance the
overall character of the downtown, including
enhancements to sidewalks, street lighting,
crosswalks, and street furniture.
IS-2.1: An entry sign denotes the arrival to a
community and provides the first impression
of that community. The City already has entry
“gateway” features at the major entry points into
the community. If these signs were replaced,
consideration should be given to incorporating a
globe light fixture in the design to promote this
brand.
IS-2.2: Update and expand the community’s
wayfinding signage systems to reduce confusion
for motorist unfamiliar with the area, as well as
promote specific destinations that may exist in a
community. This is particularly important in LeRoy
where the downtown district is not visible from the
major vehicle routes (i.e., Hwy 150 and I-74).
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Redevelopment Opportunities Map, Interstate Area (left) & Downtown (right)

1
2

3

4

Redevelopment Opportunities (RO)
RO-1: Interstate Area
RO-1.1: Highway Commercial (Priority
One): Ten vacant platted lots and two vacant
properties, ranging in size from 0.66 to 2.96
acres. The majority of the lots are 0.75-1.10
acres in size with two of the sites owned by the
City. There is one possible expansion area that
includes open space for the mobile home park
and a single-family home at 108 W Vine.
RO-1.2: Regional Commercial (Priority
2A): This is a single 74.2-acre parcel that is
currently being farmed. The sites location to the
interchange, as well as its overall development
potential, suggests this property as a great
opportunity for a business park, and/or mid- to
large-box retail store with liner shops.
RO-1.3: Industrial, Plus Office (Priority
2B):This area includes both developed
lands, farmland, and open space. The City
owns a 21.09 acre site, while the remaining
properties are under private ownership. Two
properties are currently developed, but may

be redevelopment opportunities due to existing
conditions. The first is a single-family lot at 300 E
Bicentennial Drive (2.37 acres), and the second
is an industrial property at 401 E Bicentennial
Drive (19.4 acres). The remaining parcel is being
farmed (9.97 acres), but could possibly transition
to development as the surrounding area develops.
RO-1.4: Commercial & Industrial (Priority 3):
This area includes portions of three lots under
one ownership, covering approximately 15 acres.
There are potential expansion areas around a
recent residential development, undeveloped
land on a church property, and reuse of the public
works property (if relocated). These expansion
areas may have more marketability and/or benefit
to the community as commercial than its current/
planned use due to its proximity to the interstate
and adjacency to the City’s sanitary plant.

RO-2: Downtown Area
RO-2.1: Small Commercial Site: This 0.21acre parcel is located on Walnut Street (HWY
150) and is currently being used for general
use by landowner; however, is not an operating

Economic Development Plan
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business (formerly a gas station). There is a
roughly 1,200 square foot building in fair to
poor condition setback behind a parking area.
The assessed value of this property is roughly
$4,400 with the majority in land value. Potential
uses for the site include a local eatery (e.g.
bakery, deli and restaurant), butcher, salon/
barbershop, or small office building. Design
elements to consider include rear/side parking
with the building setback 5- to 10-feet from the
sidewalk edge (possibly placing the building to
the corner of Oak and Walnut). The property
has been flagged by the EPA, but the owner is
working towards a “No Further Remediation”
Letter.
RO-2.2:Small Commercial Site: This
0.38-acre redevelopment area includes
undeveloped portions of two parcels along
Walnut Street (HWY 150). The potential
uses for the site include a local eatery (e.g.
bakery, deli and restaurant), butcher, salon/
barbershop, or small office building. Design
elements to consider include rear/side parking
with the building setback 5- to 10-feet from the
sidewalk edge (possibly placing the building to
the corner of Oak and Walnut).
RO-2.3: Commercial / Mixed Use Site: The
primary redevelopment site is 105-107 N
Walnut Street (0.38 acres). There is a 9,500
square foot garage-type building that covers
the majority of the site. If the building could
be re-used, it would be advantageous to give
it a facelift. Uses include retail (e.g., bakery,
coffee shop, etc.) or service businesses (e.g.,
photography/art studio).
This redevelopment area could be expanded
to 0.75-acres with the addition of the existing
American Legion property (0.31 acres) and a
single-family home at 103 N. Walnut Street
(0.06 acres). Combined the three properties
have an assessed value of roughly $62,000.
Potential uses for the site include a mixed
use building with retail on the first floor (or
the American Legion) and housing in the
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upper stories. This housing could give preference
to veterans as a part of an American Legion
redevelopment project. Design elements to
consider include placing the building at the corner
of Center Street and the circle, being at least two
stories, and placing most (if not all) the parking on
the north side of the building (should not be along
Center Street or facing the park).
RO-2.4:Downtown Retail / Mixed Use Site: This
redevelopment site includes two vacant parcels,
totaling 0.4 acres. The size of the lot suggest a
single- to two-user retail building. Design elements
to consider include placing the building along East
Street with parking in the rear, connecting possibly
to the Dollar General parking lot. If a larger
development is desired, the two single-family
homes at 306 and 310 E Cedar Street could be
included. The combined acreage would be 0.8
acres. This expanded redevelopment area could
be a retail “multi-tenant” shopping center or a mixed
use development. If a retail center is proposed, the
building should be built close to Cedar Street with
potential of wrapping the stores and connecting to
the Dollar General building. This would result in
parking being extended from the Dollar General
site. If a mixed use building is desired, there is
potential to demo the Dollar General and include
in an even larger redevelopment with frontage
along East Street and parking along Pearl Street.

CHAPTER FIVE: IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
This section features a compilation of economic
development actions and strategies identified
in Chapter 4. Each action/strategy includes a
completion timeframe (i.e. short-, mid- and longterm). Where other sources of potential funding
may exist, such as grant programs, these are
noted in this Chapter.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION & PUBLIC INPUT
1
1
2

Plan Purpose
Planning Process
Consumer Survey
Summary

Markets (e.g. housing, retail, development, etc.)
are always in flux, impacted by national, regional,
and local conditions. The last decade is a stark
reminder of this fact. The Great Recession
significantly impacted development and growth
in most sectors of the marketplace; and while
there has been a slow and modest recovery, the
effects have been long lasting. Demographics
are also shifting both in Illinois and nationally
where there is a growing senior citizen population
(due to the baby-boomers generation), as
well as more families delaying (or not having)
children. These population shifts affect housing
needs and increases the desire for more varied
types of housing developments. There is also a
growing demand for better bike and pedestrian
accommodations, as well as a desire for more
walkable commercial centers.

1.1 PLAN PURPOSE
The objective of this project is to develop a plan
that will help Le Roy better position itself favorably
in response to emerging market trends. The City
of Le Roy desires to complete a comprehensive
Economic Development Plan that will assess
the City’s existing and future marketplace,
evaluate the City’s commercial areas for
redevelopment opportunities, and develop a
strategic implementation plan that will capitalize
on the market opportunities identified during the
planning process.

4

Consumer Survey
Summary

This can be accomplished by making smart
infrastructure improvements, fostering sustainable
business growth, and effectively marketing those
development types that meet an undeserved
market sector - especially those market sectors
that Le Roy shows a competitive advantage in.
And finally, this Plan will provide realistic funding
programs that will allow for implementation of the
Plan’s strategies and recommendations.

1.2 PLANNING PROCESS
This Plan was discussed and developed with an adhoc steering committee between August 2015 and
October 2016. The process involved the general
public, including the local businesses, through
an online consumer survey, online community
survey and public meetings. Specifically, the
consumer survey asked economic development
and shopping habit questions, that provides a
snapshot of the local business market and the
needs of the community (See Section 1.3). The
project concluded with a presentation and public
hearing before the City Council.
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1.3 CONSUMER SURVEY
The 30-question consumer survey was available
at City Hall and the Replex Rec Center and online
(via surveymonkey.com) from Sept. 25 - Oct. 16,
2015. In total, 204 surveys were returned. For the
size of the community (pop. 3,560), the number
of responses is statistically significant, and thus,
provides an accurate snapshot of consumer
opinions and shopping habits.
Of those that responded, 97% either worked or
lived in Le Roy, the remainder were visitors (i.e.
they live nearby and do not work in Le Roy).
The majority or respondents were female (72%),
between the ages of 25-44 (58%), married (87%),
and with an annual household income of $75,000
or more (65%). Nearly half of those responding
have at least one child under the age of five, and
half have at least one child ages 5-9, 10-14 and/
or 15-17.

Shopping Habits Questions
Two-thirds of respondents do their grocery
shopping in Bloomington/Normal (65%) while
30% doing their grocery shopping in Le Roy.
For their non-grocery needs, the majority also
shop in Bloomington/Normal (89%) with only 2%
doing their primary non-grocery shopping in Le
Roy. The majority of respondents only go out to
eat 1-2 times a month for breakfast (44%), lunch
(46%) and dinner (48%); however, roughly onethird go out 1-2 times a week for lunch and dinner.
When asked what the most important factors
are as to where respondents shop, the top three
responses were selection (85%), quality (85%),
and price (82%). Only 51% felt familiarity/loyalty
is an important factor in shopping location. The
best time for consumers to shop during the week
is from 4pm-7pm (62%) and 10am-4pm on the
weekend (78%).

Primary Shopping Locations
1%
3%

Other

Non-Grocery
Grocery

6%

Internet/Mail Order
Champaign Area

2%
2%

Rantoul Area

0%
0%
89%

Bloomington/Normal
Area

65%
2%

Le Roy

30%

0%

20%

40%

80%

Service

72%

Selection

85%

Quality

85%

Price

Not Important
Neutral
Very Important

82%

Familiarity/Loyalty

51%

Convenience

70%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Restaurant/Eatery Frequency
100%
90%

11%

7%

80%
70%

28%
44%

5 or more times a
week
38%

2-4 times a week

60%
50%

1-2 times a week

40%

46%

30%
20%

1-2 times a month

48%

46%

rarely/never

10%
0%
Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Best Shopping Timeframe
90%

78%

80%

Week
62%

Weekend

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

13%

17%
8%

6%

15%
1%

0%
Prior to 10am
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100%

Important Factors to Shopping Location

70%

When making a buying decision, the majority of
respondents are influenced by word of mouth
(77%) followed by the internet (54%). The top
media outlets suggested include the Pantagraph,
Le Roy-Farmer City Press, Facebook, and B104.

60%

10am-4pm

4pm-7pm

After 7pm
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Le Roy Shopping Questions
Approximately 50% of the respondents go out 1-2
times a week to do grocery shopping, non-grocery
shopping and purchase gasoline. Based on their
responses, the majority of these purchases are
split fairly evenly between Le Roy and elsewhere,
excluding professional services, personal care,
and non-grocery retail shopping which most go
elsewhere to make these types of purchases. Gas
stations are frequented more often in Le Roy (as
compared to elsewhere). Notably those that shop
2-4 times a week for groceries tend to shop in Le
Roy as opposed to elsewhere (20% vs. 7%).

Shopping Location (Based on frequency per week)
20%

Grocery Shopping
Non-Grocery
Shopping

45%
44%

19%
10%

Gasoline

25%

13%

Restaurant/Café

51%
33%

Tavern/Bar

Elsewhere 2-4x per week

Personal Care
Professional
Services

Le Roy 2-4x per week

24%

11%

Elsewhere 1-2x per week
Le Roy 1-2x per week

16%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

When respondents were asked how they would Importance of Convenience
rank the need for retail and service establishments
Electronics
to be more convenient to their home (with “1”
General Goods
being the most important), the top three categories
Department Store
that respondents desired to be convenient were
Clothing Store
Grocery Store
grocery, general goods and family (sit-down)
restaurants. Respondents reported driving the Personal Care / Cosmetics Store
Coffee Shop / Deli
longest distances to shop at department, apparel
Donut Shop / Bakery
and electronics stores. The shortest drive times
Tavern/Bar
are to taverns/bars and fast food restaurants; a
Fast Food Restaurant
plurality of respondents can drive to these types
Family (Sit-down) Restaurant
of locations in less than 10 minutes (63% and
0.00
2.00
4.00
Most Important
60%, respectively).
When asked what attracts respondents to shop in
Le Roy, the majority noted its convenient location,
friendly service, non-chain stores (buying local),
and the option to shop after 5pm on weekdays.
The majority also felt that high prices (77%)
and poor selection of goods/services (68%)
were the primary disadvantages of shopping in
Le Roy. In order to get more of their business,
most respondents stated a need for more
competitive pricing (76%), more variety of stores/
establishments (66%), and a better selection of
merchandise (61%).

38%

6.00

50%

60%

8.00
10.00
Least Important

Average Drive Time
Electronics

64%

General Goods

11%

60%

Department Stores

64%

Apparel

61%

Groceries

29%

Personal Care / Cosmetics
Coffee Shop / Deli

49%

24%

Donut Shop / Bakery

48%

27%

49%

Tavern / Bar

63%

Fast Food Restaurant

18%

60%

Family (Sit-down) Restaurant

24%

25%
0%

Less than 10 MIN

46%

20%

10%

51%
20%

10-15 MIN

30%

40%

16-25 MIN

50%

60%

26-35 MIN

70%

80%

90% 100%

More than 35 MIN

Downtown parking does not seem to be an issue
for respondents; of those who shop downtown,
72% park on the street, 27% park in a public lot
and only 2% park in a private parking lot. 97% of
respondents reported that they typically are able
to park 1 block or less away from their non-work
downtown destinations.
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Roughly half of respondents felt there needs to Attraction to Shopping in Le Roy
be more places to eat in Le Roy. When asked
Other
specifically what types of restaurants/eateries are
Know the store employees/owner
needed in Le Roy, most responded with family
Safety
(sit-down) restaurant, bakery, and coffee shop.
Convenient parking
When asked specifically what type of specialty
Shopping on weekends
merchandise is needed, respondents desired a
Shopping after 5pm on weekdays
store that supplied sporting goods (46%), gifts &
Buy Local / Non-Chain
cards (36%), pet supplies (34%), and toys & hobbies
Friendly service
(29%). All respondents said they would shop/eat Ability to walk to multiple businesses
in Le Roy more often if these improvements were
Quality of products and services
Selection of goods/services
made and 76% stated they were extremely likely to
Fair prices
do so. When asked what specific stores/retailers
Convenient Location
respondents would like to see in Le Roy, the top
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
specific responses were Taco Bell, Walmart and
Dairy Queen (bakery/coffee shop came in second
to Taco Bell, however this is not a specific retailer). Restaurant / Eatery Types Desired

Vision for the Future
To get a general sense of residents’ vision of what
Le Roy’s downtown identity should be, respondents
were asked what community, similar to Le Roy, do
they believe has a vibrant and attractive downtown
that they thought we could learn from. A plurality
of respondents suggested Monticello, Gibson City
and Galena were good examples.

Agree
Disagree

60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Family (Sit-down) Restaurant

54%

Bakery

54%

Deli

43%

Fast food Establishment

37%

Coffee Shop

47%

Brew Pub

27%

Organic/Healthy/Vegan

16%

Breakfast/Pancake Cafe

23%

Late Night Eat/Drink

1.4 COMMUNITY SURVEY

19%
0%

10%

20%

30%

As part of Le Roy’s Comprehensive Planning
process, another survey was available at the same Parking Distance from Destination
locations and during the same time frame as the
1.9%
1.3%
Consumer Survey. The purpose of this survey was
to gauge residents and other stakeholders thoughts
and opinions on a range of topics related to the
18.9%
growth of the community. In total, 269 surveys
41.5%
were returned. Select questions from this survey
related to Le Roy’s downtown/business community
are reported below.

40%

50%

60%

Near entry
½ block away
1 block away
2-3 blocks away
More than 3 blocks away

The mix of respondents was similar to the consumer
survey with the majority being female (63%) and
middle aged; between the ages of 30-49 (61%).
Nearly half of those responding have at least one
child age five or under, and 70% have at least one
child between the ages of 6-17. Approximately 14%
of respondents identified themselves as business
owners.
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Existing Downtown

“Le Roy is a Good Place to Start a Business”

Based on survey results, 45% of respondents
believe that Le Roy is a good place to start a
business. Of those that own a business, 56%
believe Le Roy is a good place to start a business.
As the community grows, the most common thing
residents would NOT like to see change in Le Roy
is its “small town feel”. Other popular responses
when asked what should not change included:
the availability of activities for youth, sense of
community, safety and high quality schools/school
district.

Future Downtown
When asked what changes would improve “quality
of life” in Le Roy (both related and not related to
downtown) the top overall response was to expand
retail shopping options (60%).

4.7%
22.3%
Strongly Agree
Agree
40.3%

7.3%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Not Sure

25.3%

City Commitment to Attract/Retain Businesses

6.4%
15.5%

Respondents also agreed that the City should
commit funding to retain, attract or grow private
sector businesses and jobs in Le Roy (68%).
Specifically concerning downtown, 63% of
respondents agreed that Le Roy should offer
financial incentives to encourage private sector
development and investment.

Chapter 1

Yes
No
Not Sure

10.3%

No opinion
67.8%
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To identify Le Roy’s strategic market
position it is important to first evaluate
the City’s existing marketplace - both in
the local economy as well as the County
as a whole. The results of this analysis
will supply the markets and businesses
in which Le Roy shows a competitive
advantage. Tourists, commuters, and local
residents all impact Le Roy’s economy.

2.1 REGIONAL CONTEXT
Le Roy is in McLean County in central
Illinois, approximately fifteen miles
southeast of Bloomington-Normal, IL.
During the late 19th Century Le Roy
prided itself as a railroad town until the
depot was torn down in the late 1960s.
Growth was slow until the year 2000 when
the population more than doubled as the
City became a popular residential area
for Bloomington-Normal and ChampaignUrbana.
The Interstate 74 corridor runs through
Le Roy carrying roughly 16,000-21,000
vehicles per day (based on 2013 IDOT
data). Le Roy’s interstate on- and offramp (exit #149) sees approximately
1,300-1,700 vehicles per day. The City is
also bisected by US 150, which typically
carries 1,000-2,000 vehicles a day.

Le Roy

Map Source: Google Maps
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2.2 RESIDENT PROFILE
Figure 2.1: Population Change by Decade

To more fully understand Le Roy’s marketplace,
it is necessary to review key area indicators to
decipher resident spending potential and habits.
This analysis will draw on Le Roy’s market share
within the County, as well as contrast these
statistics to other comparable communities (i.e.
Fairbury, Gibson City, Monticello and Tuscola).
For this analysis, the demographics are based
on each municipality’s convenience trade area,
which is a generalized 2.5-mile radius from the
central business district. See Section 2.3 for more
information on Convenience Trade Areas (CTAs).

1990

McLeanCounty

Illinois

169,572

12,830,632

Below25
25Ͳ44
45Ͳ64
65&Older

32.9%
26.8%
24.5%
15.8%

40.0%
26.2%
23.6%
10.2%

34.2%
27.3%
26.1%
12.5%

38.2

32.1

36.6

MedianAge

MedianAge

8

5%
0%
Ͳ5%

Table 2.2 (below) details Le Roy’s Convenience
Trade Area (CTA), as compared to the comparable
communities. As of 2010, Le Roy’s CTA had
roughly 4,000 residents. Both Gibson City and
Fairbury are similar in size to Le Roy’s CTA with
the CTA for Monticello and Tuscola being a bit
larger (approximately 5,000-6,000 residents).
Age is another indicator for tastes, preferences
and needs. Based on the 2010 Census, Le Roy’s
median age is 38.2, which is higher than the
County’s median age (32.1) and the State as a
whole (36.6). In general, Le Roy and the State
have similar sized age cohorts. In comparison to
McLean County, Le Roy has a higher percentage
of residents in the 65 and older age bracket and
less in the under 25 age bracket. However, when
looking at the comparable marketplaces (see
Table 2.2), Le Roy has the lowest percentage of
seniors (i.e. 65 and older) and the lowest median
age. This older demographic has a direct impact
on the types of goods and services businesses
provide.

LeRoy

Fairbury

GibsonCity

Monticello

Tuscola

3,876

4,171

3,810

5,853

4,959

32.2%
26.0%
26.4%
15.4%

32.9%
22.2%
25.8%
19.1%

30.2%
22.4%
26.2%
21.2%

29.8%
22.7%
29.2%
18.3%

30.7%
25.3%
27.4%
16.7%

39.1

40.5

42.5

43.0

40.6

City of Le Roy

2040

10%

Table 2.2: Age / Population, Marketplace Comparison

ESRI,2010Census

2030

McLeanCounty

2010Census

Below25
25Ͳ44
45Ͳ64
65&Older

2020

15%

Table 2.1: Age / Population, Regional Comparison
3,560

2010

LeRoy

20%

Population & Age
Population data can demonstrate how many
current and potential “future” consumers are
in an area. According to the 2010 US Census,
the City’s population was 3,560, which is
approximately 2% of the County’s population. The
City of Bloomington and the Town of Normal have
the largest percentage of the County’s population
with 45% and 31%, respectively. The State of
Illinois Data Portal (2015-2025 Projections)
shows Le Roy’s population projected to grow
by 6% by 2040. This increase is less than the
County’s growth projections, as shown in Figure
2.1 (above).

LeRoy

2000

25%

Market Analysis
Income Indicators
Income indicators (e.g. per capita income,
median family income, and median household
income) help identify spending power
(i.e. disposal income) within a trade area,
which gives clues to consumer purchasing
preferences. For example, as income rises
so does spending on luxury items (e.g.
buying name brand versus generic). Based
on 2009-2013 American Community Survey
data (Table 2.3), Le Roy lags behind the
County but surpasses the State in all three
income indicators. As compared to the
County and the State, the City has seen the
smallest percent change since 2000 in per
capita income but the largest percent change
in median family income. This could indicate
increased
income inequality because
per capita income (an average) is being
distorted by lower wage earners. Looking at
the comparable marketplaces (Figure 2.2),
the Le Roy CTA is at or slightly higher in all
three income indicators.

Figure 2.2: 2014 Income Trends, Marketplace Comparison
2015 Per Capita Income ﴾Esri﴿

$24,944
$76,194
$58,920

2015 Average Household Income ﴾Esri﴿





80,000
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2015 Median Household Income
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$20,000
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Monticello, Illinois, Unite…
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Table 2.3: 2009-2013 Income Trends, Regional Comparison
$$
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% Change from 2000

20.3%
41.1%
28.7%

Le Roy,
Illinois, United St…
Le
Roy

2.5 miles

McLean County
37.0%
37.2%
32.0%

$30,460
$83,812
$62,089

2.5 miles

2.5 miles

Illinois

% Change from 2000

$$

Tuscola, Illinois, United St…
Gibson City, City
Illinois, Unite…
Tuscola
Gibson

2.5 miles

% Change from 2000

$$

28.4%
26.6%
21.9%

$29,666
$70,344
$56,797

2000 Census, 2009‐2013 ACS

Third-party data is limiting due to the prevalence of
cash-only businesses and fixed income households.
This results in lower local retail supply than is truly
available in a trade area.
The figure on the right illustrates spending as percent of
income for specific income brackets. The households
with the least amount of money spend over 250% of
their earnings. This is possible because many have
alternative sources of income that go unreported (e.g.
cash transactions and family assistance). Although
their purchasing is limited, their overall consumption
is equal to a household two to three times their
reported income. Therefore, nondiscretionary items
are likely higher than projected.

Spending as Percent of Income
300%
250%

258%

200%
150%

167%

100%

146%

131%

104%

50%

94%

86%

65%

0%
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to
$9,999

$10,000
to
$14,999

$15,000
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$19,999

$20,000
to
$29,999

$30,000
to
$39,999

$40,000
to
$49,999

$50,000
to
$69,999

$70,000
and
more

Source: 2013 Consumer Expenditure Survey
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Lifestyle Segmentation
Lifestyle Segmentation is a holistic way of looking
at a consumer’s demographic and socioeconomic
data to gain information on their lifestyle and
how they spend money. Of the 67 lifestyle
classifications, the Le Roy CTA is comprised of
three: “Green Acres” (38%), characterized as
do-it yourselfers who love the outdoors; “Parks
and Rec” (34%), characterized as practical
suburbanites who live in well established
neighborhoods; and “Rustbelt Traditions” (29%),
characterized as a mix of married-couple families
and singles who are family oriented. While these
groupings emphasize generalities, they are useful
for identifying common elements of the largest
consumer segments.
In the case of the Le Roy CTA, the following can
be generalized of a typical consumer:
► Are active - take advantage of local park
and rec activities, exercise at home,
take classes at local gym, join social
organizations,
► Enjoy family style restaurants (chain and
local),
► Are do-it-yourselfers,
► Appreciate convenience, and
► Are budget-conscious.

The lifestyle classifications can be further broken
down into two groups: LifeMode Groups and
Urbanization Groups.
► LifeMode Groups have a shared
experience like being born in the same
time period.
► Urbanization Groups characterizes
segments according to where they live,
ranging from large cities to the most rural
farm lands.
The predominant LifeMode in Le Roy is
“GenXurban” (62% of the residents), which is made
up of “Gen X”, or those born between 1960s-80s.
Many are middle aged and have small families and
a mortgage. The other LifeMode group in Le Roy
is “Cozy Country Living” (38% of residents), which
is characterized as empty nesters living in the
country. Le Roy’s Urbanization Group is split fairly
evenly between Rural (38%), Suburban Periphery
(34%), and Urban Periphery (29%). These three
groups are living anywhere from the fringe of a
major city to rural to very rural places on farms
and/or single-family homes on large tracts of land.
In review of the comparable marketplaces, Le Roy
is unique with only Fairbury having a substantial
portion of the population identified as rural (the
others have between 3-8% rural). Gibson City
and Tuscola are the least comparable as about
20% of residents live in a metro city.

Table 2.4: LifeMode Groups, Marketplace Comparison
GenXurban
CozyCountryLiving
MiddleGround
FamilyLandscapes
Hometown

LeRoy
62.4%
37.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Fairbury
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

GibsonCity
22.6%
55.7%
21.7%
0.0%
0.0%

Monticello
96.9%
3.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Tuscola
0.0%
51.9%
0.0%
28.5%
19.6%

GibsonCity
22.6%
0.0%
4.3%
51.4%
21.7%

Monticello
36.2%
60.7%
3.1%
0.0%
0.0%

Tuscola
0.0%
0.0%
7.8%
72.6%
19.6%

Source: ESRI Business Analyst

Table 2.5: Urbanization Groups, Marketplace Comparison
UrbanPeriphery
SuburbanPeriphery
Rural
Semirural
MetroCities
Source: ESRI Business Analyst
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LeRoy
28.9%
33.5%
37.6%
0.0%
0.0%

Fairbury
0.0%
0.0%
48.6%
51.4%
0.0%
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Resident Profile: Key Findings
► Lifestyle Segmentation: Most residents in
the Le Roy CTA are characterized as active,
do-it-yourselfers, and consider convenience
but also cost-savings when spending their
money. They prefer shopping at local stores
for incidentals, but save money by stocking up
on staples at warehouse clubs such as Sam’s
Club or Costco. Residents take advantage of
local park and rec activities and stay active by
exercising at home or taking classes at a local
gym. This suggests a need for businesses
providing equipment and/or services related
to health/wellness and outdoor activities.
► Population: Data from the State of Illinois
Data Portal shows a 6% increase in population
over the next 25 years, which equates to
an additional 219 people over this period.
Therefore, population growth will not in and of
itself drive Le Roy’s marketplace growth.

► Income Indicators: The City has lower median
family and household incomes as compared to
the County, but is still higher than the State.
The City’s median family income has increased
at a rate higher than the County and the State
over the last decade. Median household
income’s growth has surpassed the State, but
has not kept up with the County. Growth may
not continue at the current 30-40% rate, but is
likely to increase the spending power of the Le
Roy marketplace. The generalized population
make-up would suggest an increase in goods
and services related to do-it-yourself projects
around the home and health/wellness/
recreational purchases.

► Age: As more baby-boomers retire, the needs
of this growing population will become an
even greater challenge for communities large
and small. Le Roy is no different with 16% at
or above 65 (higher than the State at 13%)
and an additional 25% between the ages of 45
and 64 (just below the State at 26%). For this
reason there will be demand for senior housing
and assisted living facilities in the coming
decade. Currently, there are no independent
or assisted living facilities in Le Roy. To help
seniors “age in place”, the City should consider
developing housing for seniors and then look
for ways to provide general goods in close
proximity to these facilities. The presence of
more seniors will likely increase the number
of daytime customers, which is limited in
downtown Le Roy.
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2.3 RETAIL MARKET STUDY
A trade area is the geographic region that
generates the majority of customers to a
shopping area. A trade area can vary depending
on the type of business; however, in general
retail spending is broken into two trade areas Convenience Trade Area and Destination Trade
Area (see descriptions below). These trade areas
are resident-based, and therefore do not account
for commuter/tourist purchases.
► A convenience trade area (CTA) is the
geographic area from which most consumers
are coming in order to make regular purchases.
Shopping convenience / proximity is the major
driver, especially on purchases that are made
frequently (e.g. gas and groceries).
► A destination trade area (DTA) is a larger
geographic area from which customers are drawn
due to comparison shopping, brand loyalty, and
price point. The DTA also includes consumers in
rural areas who, out of necessity, drive further to
get their convenience-type shopping (as none are
located closer).

Figure 2.3: Trade Areas Map

6RXUFH(VUL
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Le Roy Trade Areas
A trade area is typically generalized based on drive
time or distance from a single point. However, there
are other factors that can impact where consumers
shop, such as business/retail mix, store types, and
accessibility. Since community size can be directly
linked to larger shopping districts having these
other factors, those marketplaces cover a larger
geographic area (i.e. having a greater pull factor).
This premise is reinforced by the consumer survey
completed for Le Roy (see Section 1.3). It showed
a low percentage of consumers who do grocery
shopping (30%) and non-grocery shopping (2%) in
Le Roy with the majority choosing to shop in the
Bloomington-Normal area.
To this end, it was important to establish how the
nearby competing marketplaces will affect Le
Roy’s trade areas. Therefore, each community
surrounding Le Roy received generalized trade
areas based on their community size, as shown
in Figure 2.3 (below). Then using the STH 150
/ Chestnut intersection as the central point in Le
Roy, a 2.5-mile radius was created for the City’s

Market Analysis
convenience trade area (CTA). This covers about
a five minute drive from the City’s central node.
Le Roy’s destination trade area (DTA) is based on
a generalized 5-mile radius; however, it is drawn
asymmetrical, contracting and expanding beyond
the generalized 5-mile radius depending on its
proximity to competing marketplaces. Since it is
assumed that, if given a choice, individuals are
more likely to shop in larger communities (with
more options), Le Roy’s DTA does not include
areas within the convenience trade areas of
nearby competing marketplaces (i.e. BloomingtonNormal, Heyworth, Clinton, Farmer City, Mahomet
and Gibson City). Where there are no larger
communities (i.e. northeast of the City), Le
Roy’s DTA expands significantly; however, never
exceeding a 20-minute drive with the assumption
that beyond this distance other marketplaces may
be more attractive to consumers. In total, Le Roy’s
DTA covers approximately 158 square miles and
contains 5,315 people.
Between a 15-20 minute drive from Le Roy there
are limited retail options. Both nearby communities
(i.e., Farmer City and Heyworth) have similar
marketplaces to Le Roy, and are unlikely to

Chapter 2

attract convenience shoppers. At 20-25 minutes,
residents are able to reach the far southeast side
of Bloomington - though consumers may need
to travel further into the City to find the retail
establishments.
Retail Gap Analysis
Retail gap is the difference between the demand
(potential) sales and actual retail sales. The
demand is the expected amount spent by
consumers at retail establishments, and the total
supply is the estimated sales to consumers by
establishments.
Based on the retail gap summary shown in Table
2.6 (below), Le Roy’s marketplace is seeing
significant leakage of sales to other marketplaces.
In total, the CTA has a demand for nearly $48
million in retail and food/drink sales, while the
DTA has a demand for approximately $65 million.
Based on the supply in these trade areas, there
is a retail and food/drink demand gap of $18
million in the CTA and a nearly $19 million gap
in the DTA.

Table 2.6: Le Roy Retail Market Summary Table

Retail Market
(Industry
Summary)

Convenience Trade Area
(2.5 Miles)

Destination Trade Area
(Up to 15 Miles)

Retail Trade (NAICS 44-45)
Demand
Supply
Retail Gap

$42,701,793
$27,874,387
$14,827,406

$58,226,441
$42,978,638
$15,247,803

Food & Drink (NAICS 722)
Demand
Supply
Retail Gap

$4,826,940
$1,864,658
$2,962,282

$6,494,772
$2,769,302
$3,725,470

Retail Trade and Food & Drink (NAICS 44-45, 722)
Demand
Supply
Retail Gap

$47,528,733
$29,739,045
$17,789,688

$64,721,213
$45,747,940
$18,973,273

Source: ESRI Business Analyst
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Table 2.8: Demand w/ No Current Sales in Le Roy’s Trade Areas

Le Roy’s retail market analysis shows there
are many industries with demand (retail) gap;
however, those that provide the best opportunity
are industries with the largest gap dollars to
the overall demand dollars. This can be further
subdivided between those retail industries that
have current sales in the trade area and those
that are not currently offered in the trade area.
There are many factors that could explain why
an industry is not being offered currently in
the marketplace, including not enough market
dollars to warrant a store/business (see the next
section for information) to it is not marketable in
the specific area/region (e.g., too much online
competition). Therefore, there are two separate
tables provided here: 1) Those that have current
sales and have significant demand gap (Table
2.7); and 2) Those that have demand because
there is no current competition (Table 2.8). Each
provide opportunities with varying degrees of
risk.

Demand

CTA
Nonstore Retailers
Electronic Shopping & Mail-Order Houses
Clothing & Clothing Accessories Stores
Clothing Stores
Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores
Furniture Stores
Other Motor Vehicle Dealers
Shoe Stores
Jewelry, Luggage & Leather Goods Stores
Specialty Food Stores
Office Supplies, Stationery & Gift Stores
Florists

$3,742,977
$3,308,493
$2,699,217
$1,935,457
$562,203
$531,668
$494,828
$397,816
$365,944
$202,937
$150,499
$48,365

Demand

DTA
Nonstore Retailers
Electronic Shopping & Mail-Order Houses
Clothing & Clothing Accessories Stores
Clothing Stores
Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores
Furniture Stores
Other Motor Vehicle Dealers
Shoe Stores
Jewelry, Luggage & Leather Goods Stores
Specialty Food Stores
Office Supplies, Stationery & Gift Stores
Florists

$5,103,142
$4,501,148
$3,603,230
$2,581,872
$755,911
$714,861
$692,872
$533,196
$488,162
$275,682
$204,052
$67,836

Source: ESRI Business Analyst

Table 2.7: Top 10 Retail Industry Opportunities, Convenience Trade Area (CTA) & Destination Trade Area (DTA)

CTA
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Electronics & Appliance Stores
Auto Parts, Accessories & Tire Stores
Automobile Dealers
Department Stores Excluding Leased Depts.
Health & Personal Care Stores
Bldg Material & Supplies Dealers
Home Furnishings Stores
Sporting Goods/Hobby/Musical Instr Stores
Limited-Service Eating Places
Book, Periodical & Music Stores

DTA
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Electronics & Appliance Stores
Auto Parts, Accessories & Tire Stores
Home Furnishings Stores
Automobile Dealers
Bldg Material & Supplies Dealers
Sporting Goods/Hobby/Musical Instr Stores
Department Stores Excluding Leased Depts.
Health & Personal Care Stores
Book, Periodical & Music Stores

Source: ESRI Business Analyst
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Demand
$1,132,418
$580,032
$7,600,559
$2,647,819
$3,916,180
$1,206,851
$396,143
$839,096
$2,311,130
$235,414

Demand
$1,516,227
$776,369
$529,383
$10,360,555
$1,637,212
$1,134,190
$3,551,308
$5,331,864
$313,481

Suppy
$110,574
$63,839
$1,511,420
$579,395
$941,805
$302,174
$106,420
$245,364
$726,443
$98,046

Suppy
$115,382
$101,208
$113,233
$2,396,145
$397,861
$282,029
$918,550
$1,493,100
$98,046

Retail Gap

% of Gap
to Demand

$1,021,844
$516,193
$6,089,139
$2,068,424
$2,974,375
$904,677
$289,723
$593,732
$1,584,687
$137,368

90%
89%
80%
78%
76%
75%
73%
71%
69%
58%

Retail Gap

% of Gap
to Demand

$1,400,845
$675,161
$416,150
$7,964,410
$1,239,351
$852,161
$2,632,758
$3,838,764
$215,435

92%
87%
79%
77%
76%
75%
74%
72%
69%

Market Analysis
There are also several industry groups that are
adequately servicing the destination trade area,
but have potential to increase their market share.
These industry groups include:
► General merchandise stores ($4.1 Million
gap - 68% gap to demand ratio),
► Limited-service eating places ($1.1 Million 66%),
► Full-service restaurants ($1.4 Million - 58%);
and,
► Misc. store retailers ($0.5 Million - 36%).
Based on the consumer survey, there is a need
for the following specialty merchandise: sporting
goods, gifts & cards and pet supplies.

Chapter 2

Trade Area Business Demand
Based on available data, there are leakages
in almost all industry groups within the Le
Roy marketplace. This has been reaffirmed
by the Consumer Survey where only 1.5% of
respondents stated they do most of their nongrocery shopping in the City of Le Roy with
89% in Bloomington/Normal area and 6% on the
internet/mail order.
Although there is unmet demand, not all are
potential candidates for recruitment to the City
of Le Roy. One reason is certain businesses
almost always see leakage of sales due to
comparison shopping (e.g. car dealerships) or
have brand/store loyalty (e.g. clothing stores).
Another reason is the demand is not large
enough to sustain a store. Subsequently, select
industry groups were compared with average US
Sales per business/store. See Table 2.9 on the
next page.

ADDITIONAL GOODS/SERVICES
Another consideration should be given to services that associate with number of providers per
residents, rather than retail gap. For instance, a local chiropractic, dentist and doctor office can support
up to 1,500 patients (depending on insurance and coverage). The City has a population of 3,560 and
roughly 5,300 residents in the City’s destination trade area. The table below summaries the number of
businesses in Le Roy and in each of the comparable communities. It appears there could be demand for
a dentist office and possibly a pharmacy.
Population-Driven Business Summary Table

Le Roy
Grocery Stores
Health Clinics
Chiropractor
Dentists
Pharmacies

Fairbury
1
2
1
1
1

1
2
2
3
2

Gibson City Monticello Tuscola
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
3
6
5
1
4
3

Hair/nail salons and barbershops are another service provider which can thrive in small communities.
Le Roy has five businesses with the comparable marketplaces having between six and nine businesses.
Therefore, there may be a market for an additional hair/nail salon and/or barbershop.
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Despite 100% leakages in most industries, Table
2.9 (below) suggests that there are only a couple
primary opportunities with a few secondary
(supplementary) opportunities for Le Roy at this
time. In general, a community is not expected to
retain all of its local demand, as people will always
choose to make a certain number of purchases
in other communities or online. Therefore, the
number of stores is relative and should not suggest
the exact number of businesses that will thrive in
Le Roy, rather it indicates the business types that
are highly marketable.
Since it is unrealistic that a new store would capture
all the local demand, it will be imperative that any of
the potential business opportunities target beyond
their trade area, pulling from supplementary
consumers (i.e. visitors and commuters) and
residents from nearby marketplaces in order to
sustain a profitable business.

Also noteworthy, several industry groups lack
enough sales for a new store, but could be
targeted by existing business as a supplementary
good or service.
Primary Opportunity
► Clothing and Clothing Accessories
Stores
► Food Service and Drinking Places
Potential (Supplementary) Opportunity
► Home Furnishings Stores
► Electronic & Appliance Stores
► Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores
► Sporting Goods, Hobby, Musical
Instruments, & Book Stores

Table 2.9: Business Demand, Destination Trade Area
U.S. Sales Data
NAICS
44111000
44112000
44130000
44210000
44220000
44310000
44400000
44510000
44520000
44530000
44611000
44612000
44613000
44619000
44710000
44800000
45100000
45200000
45300000
72200000

Business Type
New car dealers
Used car dealers
Automotive parts, accessories, & tire stores
Furniture stores
Home furnishings stores
Electronics and appliance stores
Building material and garden equipment and supplies dealers
Grocery stores
Specialty food stores
Beer, wine, & liquor stores
Pharmacies & drug stores
Cosmetics, beauty supplies, perfume
Optical goods stores
Other health and personal care stores
Gasoline stations
Clothing and clothing accessories stores
Sporting goods, hobby, musical instrument, and book stores
General merchandise stores
Miscellaneous store retailers
Food services and drinking places

Source: ESRI Business Analyst (2016) and 2012 Economic Census
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Primary Trade Area
Retail Gap

Average Sales /
Store
$

# of Businesses
(Demand)

$

31,614,997

$

2,807,851

17,159,827

0.5

$

1,437,129

$

679,016

$

2,060,605

$

714,861

0.3

$

1,443,586

$

1,089,410

0.8

$

2,123,245

$

1,411,417

0.7

$

3,587,059

$

(6,283,118)

-1.8

$

6,043,286

$

(1,787,258)

-0.3

$

790,264

$

275,682

0.3

$

1,322,900

$

755,911

0.6

$

5,307,817

$

3,855,786

0.5

$

958,793

included in Pharmacies & drug stores

$

758,317

included in Pharmacies & drug stores

$

844,325

$

4,852,276

$

(10,212,366)

-2.1

$

1,578,857

$

3,603,230

2.3

$

1,684,299

$

1,076,587

0.6

$

13,022,934

$

6,823,296

0.5

$

917,688

$

410,931

0.4

$

861,490

$

3,725,470

4.3

included in New Car Dealers
0.5

included in Pharmacies & drug stores
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Key Findings
► Fast-Food
Establishment:
Only
37% percent desired more fast-food
establishments; however, this has a larger
demand gap than the sit-down restaurant
category. Plus, fast food establishments
receive more patronage by commuters
and visitors (than sit-down restaurants),
which increases their marketability.

requirements listed in Table 2.11 (below),
Taco Bell, KFC, Dairy Queen and Burger
King are the most compatible with the Le
Roy interchange.
There is even an opportunity to combine
two of these franchises with a multibrand store. Multi-branding is changing
the landscape of the US quick-service
food industry by offering more choice,
convenience and value at one restaurant
location. The strengths of a multi-brand
store are double the national media
budgets, brands and food options.

Table 2.10 (below) looks at the fastfood establishments along Interstate
74 between Mahomet and Bloomington
(roughly a 20-minute drive from LeRoy).
Based on this analysis and franchise

Table 2.10: Fast Food Establishment Inventory, 20-MI Review
Subway

Taco
Bell

KFC

X
X

Exit 174 (Mahomet)
Exit 172 (Mahomet)

DQ

Arby's

McDonald's

X

X

X
X

X

X

BK

Others

X

Taco John's, Chick-fil-A, Hardee's

Exit 166 (Mansfield)

X

Exit 159 (Farmers City)
Exit 152 (Empire)

X

Exit 149 (Le Roy)
Exit 142 (Downs)
Exit 135 (Bloomington)

X

X

Exit 160* (Bloomington)

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

Popeyes, Wendy's, Culver's

* Interstate 55/74

Table 2.11: Franchise Preferred Site Requirements
Site
Size
(acres)

Building
Size
(sq.ft.)

Parking
Needs
(space
per)

Market
Availability

Amenities

morning side of street, drive thru, high visibility from major arteries,
option for 24 hours, easy ingress/egress (no more than 2 turns)

Dunkin' Donuts

0.25-2.0

DQ Grill & Chill

0.48-0.68

1,2002,600
1,8862,612

0.41-0.43

1,0001,800

Burger King

0.47

2,0003,500

1.6-2
seats

high visibility, full movement access, maximum signage, 25,000 ADT,
30,000 people plus w/in trade area

Wendy's

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Franchisee selects the location and site selection is available from
Wendy's real estate representatives

Potentially Available
(no protected
territory)
Potentially Available
(no protected
territory)

Taco Bell

0.4

1,0001,645

2 seats

seven car stack for single window drive-thru, generally an End Cap or
small free-standing building in rural conditions

No protected
territory, but has a
impact policy

KFC

0.45

2,6483,035

2.75-3
seats

strong residential catchment, main road prominence, good access and
visibility, 30-40 parking spaces, patio area for external seating

Available (no KFC
within 1.5 miles of Le
Roy)

3 seats

--Dairy Queen / Orange
Julius

Illinois is not a current "hot spot" for a store, but the company is still
open to potential stores outside of this area.

Currently reserved for
existing franchisees

Unknown
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► Sit-Down Restaurant / Food Establishment:
The majority of respondents to the consumer
survey suggested a need for additional
eateries, especially a bakery (54%), family
(sit-down) restaurant (54%) and coffee shop
(47%). There is competition in the surrounding
communities, especially in the larger cities.
However, there may be a market for a sitdown restaurant if the supplementary markets
are targeted.
Based on responses from the consumer
survey, nearly half travel 16-25 minutes
to get to a donut shop/bakery (49%) and
coffee shop/deli (48%), while an additional
16% travel 26-35 minutes to reach these
destinations.

► Clothing Store: There is a potential market
for a clothing business in the City. However,
brand and comparative shopping opportunities
generally dictate where clothing stores locate.
Based on the consumer survey, the majority
of non-grocery shopping is being done in the
Bloomington/Normal area. Therefore, this
opportunity may prove to be unsustainable,
unless the business can pull customers
from beyond the Le Roy trade area (e.g.,
visitors, commuters, residents from other
marketplaces). One such opportunity would
be to lure a chain/box store(s) to locate on
undeveloped lands surrounding the I-74
interchange.
One example would be the Green Bay-based
retailer, Shopko, who over the last five years
has developed a smaller format store that has
augmented Shopko’s larger store model that
is focused around small rural communities.
This new format (Hometown) will range in size
between 15,000-35,000 square feet and will
sell apparel, home furnishings, toys, consumer
electronics, seasonal items, groceries and
lawn-and-gardens products. Over the last year
or so, Shopko Stores Operating Company
has been opening and converting other stores

18 City of Le Roy

Based on responses from the consumer
survey, 61% travel 16-25 minutes to get
most of their clothing items with another
27% traveling 26-35 minutes to get their
clothing items.

under the new name of Shopko Hometown.
In total there are 12 stores in Illinois with four
within 60 miles: Hoopeston (60 MI), Dwight (60
MI), Tuscola (60 MI) and Monticello (30 MI).
Notably, two of these locations are comparable
communities reviewed in the market analysis
(Tuscola: 35,000 sq.ft. building, 3.2 Acres and
Monticello: 35,000 sq.ft. building, 3.6 Acres).
► Additional Goods/Services: Based on
comparative markets and resident population
in the DTA, there may be an opportunity
for a dentist office, pharmacy and a salon/
barbershop.
► Expand Existing Good/Service: There are
additional industry groups that are adequately
servicing the trade area, but have potential to
increase their market share. These industry
groups include general merchandise stores,
limited-service eating places, full-service
restaurants, and miscellaneous store retailers.
► Add Supplementary Good/Service: In some
cases there are industry groups that cannot
be sustained on their own, but could be added
to an existing business to make it a viable
option, such as home furnishings, electronic/
appliances, beer/wine/liquor, and sporting
goods/hobby/musical instruments/books.
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20 Interstate Area
26 Downtown Core, Plus Highway 150
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Figure 3.1: Commercial Districts, City of Le Roy
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A key purpose of this plan is to provide
guidance for property owners,
developers, and City officials and
staff on the preferred location and
design of redevelopment projects in
Le Roy - in particular the commercial
districts. Such guidelines should be
grounded in an understanding of the
districts as they exist today (2016).
This section offers an assessment
of the current status of the districts,
including an identification of assets
to protect and shortcomings to
overcome.
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There is a third commercial district
surrounding Highway 150 north of
the railroad tracks; however, it is
less distinctive than the other two
districts. First, the corridor includes
just as many residential properties
as commercial properties; and
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second, a portion of the corridor overlaps with the downtown
core. These parcels have dual exposure of both districts - one
primarily based on “community center” foot-traffic and the other
vehicle “commuter” traffic.
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3.2 INTERSTATE AREA

Development Limitations

Interstate 74 runs along the southern portion
of the City. This interstate connects the Quad
Cities to Indianapolis, and locally Bloomington/
Normal with Champaign. The City has an
interchange with I-74 at HWY 942 / Chestnut
Street in the southern portion of the community.
The interstate carries roughly 20,000+ vehicles
per day past the City of Le Roy with 4,0008,000 vehicles using HWY 942. The visibility
and access to the interstate has and will have a
large impact on the marketability of properties
within close proximity to the interstate. The
remainder of this section will assess the
interstate area in more detail.

Developable land is limited by several
natural features, including floodplains, steep
slopes (i.e. slopes greater than 20%) and
wetlands. As illustrated in Figure 3.2 (below),
the only development limitation is floodplain
surrounding the West Fork Salt Creek in the
southwest corner of the City; however, this is
outside the current long term plan for urbanized
development.
A larger concern of the community, as it relates
to development, is the loss of prime farmland to
urban expansion. Since the majority of land in
and surrounding the City is prime farmland, new
commercial and industrial development should
consider infill redevelopment and strategic
expansion from existing public infrastructure.
This is in line with the City’s Comprehensive
Plan (being completed in conjunction with this
Plan).

Land Use
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Table 3.1: Land Use Summary, Interstate Area
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Figure 3.2: Development Limitations Map

As shown in the table below and Figure 3.3
(on the next page), the primary use by area in
the interstate area is farming (58% of the land
area). An additional 6% of land is currently
vacant, but ready for development (platted
lands). These lands are potential growth areas
for interstate-related businesses; however,
consideration of long term market and land
use planning initiatives may dictate some lands
remain in farming use or other less intensive
uses.
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Figure 3.3: Existing Land Use Map, Interstate Area
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In total, 11% of the area is commercial (i.e., office,
food/beverage establishment or retail/service),
while five percent is industrial/storage. Of the
potential markets, both commercial and industrial
should expand in this area due to its locational
benefits. Other markets that do not need, or do not
benefit from, the proximity of the interstate should
consider properties outside this area as much as
possible. This includes residential, especially lowdensity residential, and municipal properties.

Buildings & Parcels
Individual parcels/buildings can have a lasting
impression on a person’s perception of an area,
either positively or negatively. For instance, a
building could be so well-designed, unique, or
historically significant that it is the first thing
someone thinks of when someone mentions Le
Roy. Contrarily, a poorly designed or dead public
space, a rundown/falling apart building, or a large
vacant parcel can leave a negative impression.
Building Conditions
Figure 3.4 illustrates the building conditions
within the interstate area. These evaluations
were assessed in March 2016, and are based on
the exterior appearance of each building viewed
from the street. In general, the majority of the
properties with buildings were in good to fair
condition with just a couple properties that have
dilapidated buildings (see Table 3.2 for more
information).

Table 3.2: Building Conditions Summary, Interstate Area

CONDITION

PARCELS
#

#

16

26% 2,162,186

Good to Fair

13

21%

810,776

There are two factors that are evident:
1. The majority of the land is currently vacant,
being used for farming purposes, or are tax
exempt. Thus, providing little to no taxable
value to the City.
2. Of those properties that are developed, the
majority are providing significant value to the
City (i.e. 4.1 or more).

PROPERTY
VALUE RATIO

%

Good

Figure 3.5 (on page 24) illustrates the relationship
between the value of improvements and the value
of the land for each parcel. A low number is an
indication of opportunity for redevelopment - it
means that the parcel is not contributing strongly to
the tax base and the cost to remove/replace existing
improvements is relatively low.

Table 3.3: Property Value Ratio Summary, Interstate Area

AREA

%

Property Values
Land and improvement (building) values are
assessed annually and provide an objective
evaluation of the state of private property in the
City. Based on 2015 assessed values (excluding
tax exempt parcels), Le Roy’s total property value in
the interstate area is $5.9 million with land value at
nearly $1.0 million and improvement value at $4.9
million.

20%

No Data

8%

1.0 or Below
1.1-2.0

PARCELS
#

8% 1,457,559

14%

43% 6,456,876

61%

3

5%

417,496

4%

2

3%

770,435

7%

2.1-4.0

4

Poor

0

0%

0

0%

4.1-8.0

9

44% 6,491,295

61%

TOTAL
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61

10,652,188

8.1 or More
TOTAL

%

5

Fair

27

#

26

Fair to Poor
No Building

AREA

%

2

15
61

3%

113,266

7%

834,940

8%

15% 1,135,260

11%

25%

654,287
10,652,188

1%

6%
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Figure 3.4: Building Conditions Map, Interstate Area
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Figure 3.5: Property Value Ratio Map, Interstate Area
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Reinvestment Opportunities
Parcels that are strong candidates for reinvestment
are either vacant or are for sale, have low
improvement value (relative to land value), have
buildings that are in poor condition, or have
uses that are incompatible with the downtown
environment (i.e., single-family housing). Figure 3.6
(below) illustrates reinvestment opportunities within
the interstate area, and are described below.

► Purple parcels are least viable for
redevelopment due to the parcels not being
for sale and the buildings having significant
value; however, these sites are better suited
for other uses and could be relocated/
removed (e.g., single family residential
uses). Since these properties are positively
contributing to the City’s tax base, this
should only be considered in order to expand
a redevelopment area to suit a proposed
(re)development. For instance, if adjacent
properties are viable redevelopment sites
(i.e., shown in red and orange in Figure 3.9).

► Red parcels are the most viable for
reinvestment/redevelopment, as they do not
have structures or they are currently for sale.
Red outlined properties are currently vacant
and may be quite viable for redevelopment if
the buildings are habitually vacant.

► Yellow parcels (or hatched) are candidates
for reinvestment to improve poor exterior
conditions.

► Orange parcels (or hatch) are viable for
reinvestment/redevelopment due to low
values, but they are not for sale and they
are not vacant.
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Figure 3.6: Reinvestment Opportunities Map, Interstate Area
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3.3 DOWNTOWN CORE, PLUS HIGHWAY 150
The commercial districts north of the railroad line
(i.e., Highway 150 corridor and the Downtown
Core) are distinctly different than the commercial
district surrounding the interstate. There is also
a difference between the character and potential
uses along Highway 150 than in the Downtown
Core. Yet, the proximity of the two districts and
apparent blend of the two suggest review as
one redevelopment area. Therefore, this existing
conditions analysis will review the Downtown
Core inclusive of the Highway 150 Corridor from
West Washington Street to the northwest to Pearl
Street to the southeast, and will call the combined
districts the “Downtown Area”.

Table 3.4: Land Use Summary, Downtown Area

LAND USE
Industrial & Storage
Office
Food & Beverage
Retail & Service

PARCELS
#

AREA

%

#

9

6% 138,836

15

10% 133,948

9

6%

%

85,956

9%
8%
5%

26

18% 357,173

22%

9

6% 204,595

13%

Residential

43

29% 395,450

25%

Vacant

14

10%

70,123

4%

Parking

12

8%

86,116

5%

Public & Institutional

Open

8

5%

65,144

4%

Park

1

1%

57,244

4%

TOTAL

146

1,594,585

Land Use
Figure 3.7 (on the next page) shows the existing
land uses within the downtown area. In some
instances, properties are shown with a colored
hatch to represent a “secondary” use, which is
either subsidiary to the primary use or occupies
less space then the primary use.
In total, only 34% of the properties in the downtown
area are commercial (i.e., office, retail/service, or
food/beverage establishments), while 29% are
residential properties. Of the commercial uses,
the majority are retail and service establishments
followed by office properties. Currently there is a
poor mix of food establishments in the downtown
area with six of the ten establishments categorized
as drinking places with only two categorized
as sit-down restaurants (Pizzeria Roma and Le
Roni’s Pizza). Contrarily, there is a good mix of
office from accounting to consulting firm to banks
to chiropractic and dental offices.
As the City Center, it is important to have several
anchors that attract residents from both city itself
as well as from the surrounding areas. These
anchors help attract and retain consumers and
businesses. Examples within downtown Le Roy
includes the IGA Supermarket, Dollar General,
Princess Theatre and Le Roy Performing Arts and
Media Center.

26 City of Le Roy

Another anchor is not a business, but rather a
distinctive City park (Kiwanis Park - also known as
“the circle”), which is located on the west end of
the historic section of the Downtown Core. This is
a hidden gem that should be enhanced both in its
surrounding uses and visibility from the adjacent
Highway 150 corridor. Other civic and public uses
that add to the character of downtown Le Roy,
including the churches, municipal buildings and
the nearby public library and Replex facility.
All these businesses and public/civic sites are
positive assets to the downtown and the City as
a whole. However, there are also properties in the
downtown area that can hinder this vibrance. First,
15% of the downtown are vacant lots, have vacant
buildings or are undeveloped parcels. These
properties provide a perception that the area is
“dead” or “dying” when actually there is significant
number of positive and successful businesses
thriving in the downtown area. Another potentially
negative use to a downtown can be industrial/
storage businesses, as they detract from the
walkable, active pedestrian environment. The
vacant/open lands are the primary redevelopment
opportunity with relocation of the industrial/
storage businesses (to another part of the City)
as a secondary goal. Both objectives will improve
the overall character/feel of the downtown area.
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Figure 3.7: Existing Land Use Map, Downtown Area
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CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP,
swisstopo, and the GIS User Community
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Buildings & Parcels
As stated in the prior section, individual parcels/
buildings can have a lasting impression on a
person’s perception of an area, either positively
or negatively. The tables below look at both the
conditions of the buildings and value the property
brings to the City.
Building Conditions
Figure 3.8 (on the next page) illustrates the
building conditions within the downtown area.
These evaluations were assessed in March 2016,
and are based on the exterior appearance of
each building viewed from the street. Of those
evaluated, nearly 88% of properties have buildings
that are in fair to good condition. However, there
are a few properties that have buildings that are
in disrepair or are dilapidated. These properties
can become detractors to the area, as well as
a potential safety issue (see Table 3.5 for more
information).

Table 3.5: Building Conditions Summary, Downtown Area*

CONDITION

PARCELS
#

AREA

%

#

Property Values
Based on 2015 assessed values (excluding tax
exempt parcels), Le Roy’s total property value in
the Downtown Area is $4.1 million with land value
over $500,000 and improvement value near $3.6
million.
Figure 3.9 (on page 30) illustrates the relationship
between the value of improvements and the
value of the land for each parcel. A low ratio is
an indication of opportunity for redevelopment, as
the parcel is not contributing strongly to the tax
base.
There are two factors that are evident:
1. The majority of the land is providing significant
value to the City, especially in the Downtown
Core.
2. The properties with a low property value ratio
generally are parking or undeveloped parcels,
except for a couple properties in the Highway
150 corridor.

Table 3.6: Property Value Ratio Summary, Downtown Area

PROPERTY VALUE
RATIO

%

PARCELS
#

AREA

%

#

%

Good

47

35% 696,682

47%

1.0 or Below

Good to Fair

24

18% 235,770

16%

1.1-2.0

4

5,844

0%

Fair

27

20% 243,631

16%

2.1-4.0

24

18% 339,591

23%

Fair to Poor

12

9%

90,517

6%

4.1-8.0

49

37% 435,843

29%

2

1%

12,091

1%

8.1 or More

38

28% 367,874

25%

16% 218,850

15%

No Data/Tax Exempt

16

12% 322,678

22%

Poor
No Building
TOTAL

22
134

1,497,541

* There were 12 properties with buildings with unknown conditions and were
excluded from this analysis (8% of the downtown properties).
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TOTAL

15

146

11% 122,756
3%

1,594,586

8%
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Figure 3.8: Building Conditions Map, Downtown Area
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Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, Earthstar Geographics,
CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP,
swisstopo, and the GIS User Community
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Figure 3.9: Property Value Ratio Map, Downtown Area
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Zoning Review
The Downtown Core is primarily in the C-1 Central
Commercial District, which provide a wide range
of retail and service establishments, some office
types and upper residential units (no allowance
for ground floor residential). Special permitted
uses that are compatible with the permitted uses
may be allowed upon review by the zoning board
of appeals. This permitted and “special permitted”
use list should be reviewed further to promote probusiness, especially in the heart of the community.
The lot, building and sign restrictions are minimal
with some additional requirements for properties
abutting R-1 residential zoning district. There
are no site and building design requirements or
guidelines, which can help to achieve a more
cohesive architectural character in this important
commercial district. See the City’s Comprehensive
Plan for more detail, specifically the land use
section.

► Purple parcels are least viable for
redevelopment due to the parcels not
being for sale and the buildings having
significant value; however, these site are
better suited for other uses and could be
relocated/removed (e.g., single family
residential uses). Since these properties
are positively contributing to the City’s
tax base, this should only be considered
in order to expand a redevelopment area
to suit a proposed (re)development. For
instance, if adjacent properties are viable
redevelopment sites (i.e., shown in red
and orange in Figure 3.9).
► Yellow parcels are candidates for
reinvestment to improve poor exterior
conditions.

Reinvestment Opportunities
Parcels that are strong candidates for reinvestment
are either vacant or are for sale, have low
improvement value (relative to land value), have
buildings that are in poor condition, or have
uses that are incompatible with the downtown
environment (i.e., single-family housing). Figure
3.10 (on the next page) illustrates reinvestment
opportunities within the downtown, and are
described below.
► Red parcels are the most viable for
reinvestment/redevelopment, as they do
not have structures or they are currently
for sale. Red outlined properties are
currently vacant and may be quite viable
for redevelopment if the buildings are
habitually vacant.
► Orange
parcels
are
viable
for
reinvestment/redevelopment due to low
values, but they are not for sale and they
are not vacant.
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Figure 3.10: Reinvestment Opportunities Map, Downtown Area
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Choosing the right economic development strategy
can be difficult for a small- to mid-sized community
due to a lack of critical mass, remoteness, and/
or proximity to metropolitan areas. Therefore it
is important to look beyond just the traditional
needs-based economic development approach,
and consider pursuing asset-based economic
development strategies. An asset-based strategy
involves a community leveraging its existing local
resources (i.e. natural environment, socio-cultural,
and economic advantages) to strengthen its local
economy. These include existing industry clusters,
human capital, natural resources/amenities,
infrastructure network, and reuse of under utilized
buildings/sites. This Chapter will discuss Le Roy’s
economic development strategies, which will focus
on both needs-based and asset-based strategies.
See Chapter 5 for recommended funding to help
implement the actions described in this chapter.

4.1 ADMINISTRATION (A)
Many of the strategies identified in this section
presume the use of existing City implementation
tools. These include operational tools (e.g. annual
budget process, capital improvement program),
regulatory tools (e.g. land use regulations, building
codes, housing codes), and funding tools (e.g.
tax increment financing, and state / federal grant
programs). To further enhance the marketability
of Le Roy, the City may also consider the
administrative actions listed within this section.

A-1: Organization
Implementation of the recommendations in this
Plan will require coordination and effort from

a broad range of people, including the City
Council, Le Roy Chamber of Commerce, local
businesses, residents and regional partners.
Therefore, it is recommended that a commission,
or board, be formed with representatives from
each of these groups mentioned above. Consider
asking this members to commit to a 3-year term
of service, with expectations that projects will be
initiated and completed within that period. This
commission/board should meet at least every
quarter to discuss and push forward the varied
actions outlined in this Plan (see Chapter 5). The
commission/board initiatives can include, but are
not limited to, applying for economic development
related grants, marketing potential development
sites and events, considering establishment
of a Special Service Area (SSA), and forming
mutually-beneficial partnerships with local and
regional entities. It is also encouraged to consider
setting up an educational component, such as
presentations from local partners (e.g. McLean
County Chamber of Commerce on marketing
issues) or a small business bootcamp similar to
what the City of Monticello offers.

A-2: TIF District Creation
Tax Incremental Financing (TIF) is a financial tool
used to promote tax base expansion, improved
business climate, increased employment,
elimination of unsafe/unsightly buildings and
conservation of natural resources. Eligible
projects relevant to Le Roy include (but are not
limited to) developer incentives/grants/loans,
streetscaping features, street lighting, parking
infrastructure, transportation improvements,
utility improvements, promotion and economic
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development. The City has had success with this
powerful economic development tool in the past,
but the City currently does not have an open TIF;
therefore, it is recommended the City create a TIF
District (also known as a TID). This TID should
encompass areas where public improvements
are needed the most and where it will have the
greatest impact on potential redevelopment
opportunities (see Section 4.4). The City should
work closely with the school district when devising
the TID boundary and project plan to produce an
equitable funding tool that will eventually result in
a benefit to the local schools.

A-3: Revolving Loan Fund
Utilize McLean County’s Revolving Loan Fund
(RLF), which provides financial assistance to
new or expanding businesses that expand job
opportunities in the County. Use of the funds is
governed by a variety of rules and regulations
mandated by the State and Federal agencies that
provided the original grants to McLean County.

A-4: Facade Improvement Grant Program
Development provides the City with economic
stability and provides goods, services and jobs
for its residents. However, over time building
facades can become tired or fall in disrepair.
This can negatively impact the perception of an
area, hurting business sales and marketability
of the area. Therefore, the City should consider
developing a facade improvement program to
help stimulate exterior building improvements.
This program should help fund preservation,
restoration and maintenance within the downtown
by providing matching grant funds (or low-interest
financing). Below describes general guidelines
to consider when awarding financing/monies for
facade improvements.
► Architectural Character: Design/Update
the building using architectural elements that
provide visual interest and human scale, and
that relate to the surrounding context.
► Building Materials: Use high-quality, longlasting finish materials (e.g. kiln-fired brick,
stucco, wood, and fiber-cement). All exposed
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sides of the building should have similar or
complementary materials to those used on
the front façade.
► Building Projections: Canopies and awnings
should be provided along facades that give
access to the building.
► Signage: Use pedestrian-scaled sign types:
building-mounted,
window,
projecting,
monument, and awning.
► Lighting: Exterior lights should be full-cut-off
fixtures that are directed towards the ground
to minimize glare and light pollution.
► Service Areas: Trash and recycling
containers/dumpsters,
street-level
and
rooftop mechanical, and outdoor storage
should be located or screened so that they
are not visible from a public street.

4.2 MARKETING AND EVENTS (ME)
Efforts to increase residents, tourists and retail
traffic to Le Roy businesses will lead to a stronger
local economy, increasing the marketability for
additional commercial and industrial businesses.
An important part of this effort is marketing,
outreach and event promotions, as described
below.

ME-1: Buy Local Program
Generally, the majority of business sales comes
from the local population. For this reason, it
is important to encourage local residents to
shop locally. Since small communities rely on
residents in rural sections of the County and on
neighboring small communities, it is important
to get this message out to those areas as well.
Below are a few examples of other “buy local”
campaigns.
► Send a happy holiday card with or without a
coupon (or gift card) to a random number of
area residents, or place an advertisement in a
local media outlet. This message should state
the gift/coupon is offered up by their locally
owned businesses and that buying local
throughout the year will build a more vibrant
and healthy local community.
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► Create a shop local
week that could either
be just within Le Roy
or cover a broader
market.
This
event
could be accompanied
by a bingo or monopolyesque game requiring
contestants to purchase
an item at enough business to complete the
board. Each participating business would
provide a prize to be awarded to winning
contestant(s). This could be downloadable from
a City website, Community Chamber website
(if created), and/or located at participating
business locations.
► Use
a
vacant
storefront to advertise
the
“buy
local”
campaign. This could
be further enhanced
by sponsoring an
annual “buy local”
store
window
decorating contest, which would be voted by
the general public with the winning business
receiving a plaque, or kudos on the City or
Chamber website (if created). The general
public would be enticed to vote by offering
eligibility in drawing to win a gift bag provided
by area businesses.

ME-2: Online Presence
Today consumers rely heavily on websites and
information that can be found online, including
where to travel, where to eat, where to shop and
what to do. Below describes several recommended
online business marketing opportunities.
ME-2.1: City Website
The City’s website already has a strong presence,
as it is the top hit on search engines, has a
user-friendly design, and provides sufficient
community information. There is also a section on
existing business with contact information and is
generally mapped on the webpage. However, this
list is not always up-to-date and many business/
company websites are not listed and/or linked on
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the City website. It is recommended that this be
monitored by the Chamber of Commerce on a
monthly basis and that missing information be
added. This could continue to be provided on
the City website, or be transferred to a Chamber
website (if created) with a link prominent on the
City website. Potential business information
to incorporate on this web page include the list
of businesses, their business information (e.g.
address, phone number, website link, hours, etc.),
planned events/sales, local business coupons.
ME-2.2: Chamber Website
The Le Roy Chamber of Commerce currently
does not have a website, nor a page on Facebook.
Both of these platforms are beneficial in delivering
its message to the public and its members. In
many communities the Chambers start with a
Facebook presence, but it will be important to
grow the online presence beyond just Facebook,
especially with so many businesses lacking their
own web page. Either in coordination with the
City website, or on its own, a website should be
created to advertise all Chamber members. The
site should, at a minimum, provide a calendar of
events, business coupons and business hours
and contact information. To reduce administration
and members’ time consider a web service that
will allow members to log in and update their own
information.
ME-2.3: Business Website / Reviews
Advertising and tourism studies have shown
that the majority of consumers research their
destinations prior to deciding on making their first
visit to a business/location. Currently most Le
Roy businesses do not have a website. Some do
have a Facebook page, but even these pages
lack the basic information such as hours of
operation. Plus, Facebook is primarily used by
computer savvy people. Therefore, a traditional
website is still an important tool and would benefit
Le Roy businesses. Another important step is to
make sure that a business website appears on
search engine result pages when the business
type is searched near Le Roy. If it does not, verify
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that your website content includes keywords that
would be found by search engines and make sure
your business profile on these search engine sites
is filled out completely.
If business funds are limited, a lack of individual
online presence can be mitigated with the help
of other actions. For instance, the City and
Community Chamber websites could provide
useful information on local businesses that can be
easily searched on the top search engines. Also
online reviews on the major business sites (e.g.
Google, Yelp, Urbanspoon and Trip Advisor) can
play a big role in the decisions made by visitors
and tourists. Therefore, it is recommended online
business reviews on the major websites (listed
above) be promoted. One way to entice online
reviews is to post stickers or posters at area
businesses encouraging visitors to write reviews
about their business experience. Additionally, a
business could offer a small discount to anyone
who puts up a review on one of the review sites.

ME-3: Media Outlet Advertisements
Although the internet is a very popular way
for people to get information, people still use
traditional types of media to get news and
information - particularly the older demographic.
According to survey respondents, the top sources
to get news from in the area include: Pantagraph,
LeRoy-Farmer City Press, and radio stations
B104 and The Bull 107.7. Therefore, businesses
should consider marketing efforts to the above
media outlets in-conjunction with special events
or on a quarterly basis. Since this can be costly
for individual businesses, consider having the
Community Chamber take out a large ad with
space for smaller individual business ads.

ME-4: City Logo / Brand
A community logo, similar to a business logo,
gives a visual representation and identity to a
brand (in this case, a community). A recognizable
brand can have economic benefits in the regional
marketplace. Based on the current logo the City’s
brand is the globe street lamp that is found in the
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downtown and along Chestnut Street towards
the interstate. This logo (shown above) is visible
on the City’s street signs, on an interstate sign,
and (partially) on the City’s website. However,
the brand needs to be expanded. It should be
represented on community entry signs, on street
banners and on the water tower (when repainting
is required). This logo could also be expanded and
sold on clothing items (e.g. shirts/sweaters, tote
bags, hats and visors), providing free advertising
when worn.
Another consideration may be to freshen up the
brand before expanding it. Are there other assets/
draws that should be represented in the logo
such as Kiwanis Park, Princess Theatre, etc.?
Does the tagline still resonate with its residents/
businesses? What about the text font and lack
of color? This exercise may suggest modification
before expanding its use. One way to reduce the
design cost is to hold a community-wide, or student,
design contest; however, it is recommended the
winning design get professionally modified prior to
adopting it as the City’s new logo.

ME-5: (Interstate) Business Signage
Another way to market existing businesses is
to have a presence on I-74 through I-DOT’s
Business Logo Signing Program around the Le
Roy interchange. This logo program is designed
to direct motorists to services located up to three
mile from the interchange. Categories that can
be signed include gas, food, lodging, 24-hour
pharmacy and campgrounds; however, they
must be open seven days a week year round
(restaurants need only be open six day a week
and campgrounds can close seasonally). There
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are several businesses already taking advantage
of this program, but the City/Chamber could make
sure businesses are aware of the opportunity.
There is an annual cost to this program. See
IDOT’s website for more information.

ME-6: Welcome Packet
A welcome packet gives the City an opportunity
to welcome a new resident, as well as inform
them about Le Roy’s history, services, public/
civic buildings and businesses. It should include a
business directory, and potentially local business
coupons. Funding can be provided by sponsored
businesses or the Community Chamber.

ME-7: Community Events
Public events provide community pride, sense of
place, and economic benefits. Currently the City
hosts several events, including the Fall Festival,
Smokin’ in the Park, Car Show, and the Tractor
and Motocycle Show; however, these events
should be expanded, and involve more local
businesses. Other potential events include art/
mural installations, farmer’s market, concerts,
movie night, and sidewalk sales. These events
should be promoted beyond the local media
outlets to reach the regional population. Several
ideas to increase the impact of marketing these
events include the following:
► Designing promotional materials: This is the
first impression people will get of the event, so
make it interesting and eye-catching. The City
should consider hiring a professional graphic
designer to create these promotional materials
as they specialize in media that is attentiongrabbing and compelling.
► Develop a media presence for the events:
This includes online, radio and newspaper
media. Social media is a key way people
are getting their information. Make attentiongrabbing posts about the events and maybe
reveal special elements about the event such
as a local politician who will be speaking at the
event, a guest musical appearance, offer free
ice cream cones or some other type of food.
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4.3 INFRASTRUCTURE & SIGNAGE (IS)
The City will consider directing public investments
to wherever appropriate to attract consumers, help
catalyze redevelopment, and attract additional
investment. This Plan recommends publiclyfunded improvements to downtown parking
areas, road/streetscape, and community signage.
The remainder of this section will describe
improvements to each of these public assets.

IS-1: Streetscaping
A major step in revitalizing a downtown is to
improve the streetscape, showing residents and
business owners that the City is taking the initiative
in revitalizing the area. These improvements also
help to create an identity for the downtown, which
separates it from other areas within the City. A well
designed streetscape incorporates crosswalks,
sidewalks, light fixtures, trees, planters, trash
receptacles, banners/flags, benches and green
spaces within the public right of way. There is no
single component that will meet the preceding
goals, but a balanced mix of these components
can lead to a successful revitalization of the
downtown. Guidelines in this section are intended
to assist in the reconstruction of streets.
IS-1.1: General Guidelines
Below describes general guidelines to address
streetscaping issues within the community. The
City should consult these recommendations
prior to reconstruction of the public right-of-way
or other streetscaping improvement projects.
See the subsequent section for more specific
recommendations.
◘

All downtown streets should include sidewalks,
and any street with sidewalks should have
ramps that are ADA compliant.

◘

Maintain a minimum of five feet of clear path,
where possible. Refrain from placing fire
hydrants, light and electrical poles, traffic
lights, signs, benches, etc. in the clear path
zone.
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◘

Clearly mark crosswalks. Those crossing high
traffic roads shall be enhanced by additional
striping or change of material.

◘

Provide at least two bench and a trash
receptacle on every block, especially near
high-volumed pedestrian crosswalks. Bolt the
benches to pavement to prevent vandalism.

◘

Provide bike racks at major destinations and
near large parking lots. Use racks that allow
the bike frame to be locked up.

IS-1.2: Streetscaping Projects
The streetscape within the downtown district could
be improved to enhance the overall character of
the downtown. Below describes several strategies
to improve the downtown streetscape.
(A) Sidewalks: Current sidewalk in the downtown
are in relatively good shape and are generally
wider than the standard 5-foot sidewalk. In some
communities this additional space (beyond the
“clear path” five feet) receives decorative paving
to not only beautify the street landscape, but to
create a visual separation between vehicles
and pedestrians. However, this treatment is
found in many communities and would not set
LeRoy’s downtown apart from them. Therefore,
it is suggested the parking areas receive the
decorative treatment, and not the sidewalk
terrace (see example image above from Elgin,
IA). This would be unique to the region, be a nod
to LeRoy’s historical past (i.e., brick streets), and
would improve the current
conditions found in the
downtown’s on-street parking
areas.
B) Lighting: The downtown
and portions of S. Chestnut
use a decorative five-globe
lamp post fixture (shown on
the right). This type of street
light evokes the historical
nature of the downtown and is
iconically represented in the
City’s logo. The extension of
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Decorative parking treatment distinguishes the parking
area from the travel lane, creates a visual separation
between the street and the sidewalk (perceived safety)
and enhances the streetscape.

this light fixture on Chestnut towards the interstate
was an obvious choice to expand this brand to
the City’s primary gateway. To further expand this
brand identity, it is recommended this light fixture
be extended along Highway 150 on Walnut Street
and on Cedar Street to Park Avenue. This could
be a supplemental light source for the sidewalk on
the east/north side of the road.
(C) Crosswalks: Marked crosswalks improve
safety, as well as add to the attractiveness
and cohesiveness of the area. Currently most
crosswalks in and around the downtown are either
unmarked or have fading painted lines. Since
Highway 150 has significant vehicle and truck
traffic, it will be important to have at least a few
intersections with enhanced marked crossings
(e.g. painted or colored pavement). The most
important intersections to mark are at Chestnut
Street and Center Street due to their connection
to the downtown and Kiwanis Park. This treatment
could be expanded to intersections along Center
Street at East Street, at Chestnut Street, and all
crossing to Kiwanis Park.
(D) Street Furniture: Benches, bike racks, planters
and trash receptacles should be incorporated in
the streetscape along Center Street (from East to
Walnut) and along Chestnut Street (from Cedar to
Cherry). Style and color should complement the
globe light fixtures.

ED Strategies
IS-2: Community Signage
Community signage helps to inform and/or direct
motorists to community assets/destinations. Two
common types of community signs are entry
(gateway) signs and wayfinding (directional)
signs. Le Roy has some form of both sign types.
Below discusses how to improve these features in
order to further the LeRoy brand.
IS-2.1: Entry (Gateway) Signs
An entry sign denotes the arrival to a community
and provides the first impression of that community.
The City already has entry “gateway” features at
the major entry points into the community - both
ends of the Highway 150 corridor, on Chestnut
Street just north of Sunset Drive, and on the
Interstate 74. All are wood sign post signs with
a couple using the iconic globe light fixture (per
the City’s logo) on the sign face, while others do
not. Overtime it would be beneficial to have all
the entry signs using the same message, color
schema, and style. If these signs were replaced,
consideration should be given to incorporating a
globe light fixture in the design to promote this
brand. Below is an example of how to incorporate
the light into the stone/brick foundation.

The above graphic illustrates how to improve Le Roy’s
entry signs both in overall look and inclusion of its brand
(i.e., globe light fixture). Landscaping can be minimal,
but should be provided along the base of the sign.

Chapter 4

IS-2.2: Wayfinding Signage
Community wayfinding signage systems help
direct motorists to City destinations. This is helpful
in both reducing confusion for motorist unfamiliar
with the area, as well as promoting specific
destinations that may exist in a community. This
is particularly important in LeRoy where the
downtown district is not visible from the major
vehicle routes (i.e., Hwy 150 and Interstate 74).
The City currently has one very large wayfinding
sign on Chestnut Street (northbound) prior to the
Highway 150 intersection (shown below). This
sign is informative, but also can be overwhelming
with motorist who generally will have just a few
seconds to view the sign.

It is recommended that any one sign shall have
no more than five destinations (preferably three),
and that those destinations requiring a turn
get precedence over the others. Also there are
nationally recognized signs that can be used
for libraries and swimming pools that would be
separate from the community wayfinding sign,
reducing the number of destinations needing
to be marked on an individual sign. To promote
the downtown as a unique commercial area, it is
suggested that references to the “Business District”
be changed to “Historic Downtown”. If multiple
wayfinding signs are installed, consideration
should be given to incorporating the City’s name
and/or logo into the signs.
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4.4 REDEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Private development and reinvestment provides
both public and business benefits, including
enhancing the City’s image, providing additional
tax base, and becoming catalysts for additional
private development. As described and illustrated
in Chapter 3, there are many strong candidates
for redevelopment and reinvestment in the City.
However, not all sites have a high probability
for redevelopment due to existing ownership,
location, and conditions. Therefore, this section
will describe those sites that are most marketable
for commercial redevelopment in both the
downtown and around the Interstate interchange.
It is generally assumed that these projects can
and will be initiated by private landowners and
developers, but the City may choose to take
an active role with property acquisition and
assemblage in some cases.

Chapter 4
opportunity is a fast-food chain restaurant such
as KFC, Taco Bell, Dairy Queen, Burger King,
and/or a multi-brand store.
RO-1.2: Regional Commercial (Priority 2A)
This is a single
74.2-acre parcel
that is currently
being
farmed.
The
site’s
location near the
interchange, as
well as its overall
development potential, suggests this property as
a great opportunity for a business park, and/or
mid- to large-box retail store with liner shops. As
discussed in Chapter 2, one strong opportunity
is a Shopko Hometown mid-box with supporting
liner shops and/or restaurant.

RO-1: Interstate-Driven Opportunities
An interchange is an important economic driver
for most communities, but is especially significant
for communities the size of Le Roy. The direct
access to, and visibility of, a regional highway
carrying 20,000+ vehicles a day plays a key
role in the marketability for these lands. There
are several existing businesses, but the majority
of the area is undeveloped (i.e., vacant platted
lands, farmland, etc.).
RO-1.1: Highway Commercial (Priority 1)
Ten vacant platted
lots
and
two
vacant properties,
ranging in size
from
0.66
to
2.96 acres. The
majority of the
lots are 0.75-1.10
acres in size with
two of the sites owned by the City. There is one
possible expansion area that includes open space
for the mobile home park and a single-family
home at 108 W Vine. Priority #1 lots should be
primarily marketed towards highway commercial
users. As discussed in Chapter 2, one strong
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RO-1.3: Industrial, Plus Office (Priority 2B)

This area includes both developed lands,
farmland, and open space. The City owns a
21.09 acre site, while the remaining properties
are under private ownership. Two properties are
currently developed, but may be redevelopment
opportunities due to existing conditions. The
first is a single-family lot at 300 E Bicentennial
Drive (2.37 acres), which has a low property
value ratio and includes a building in fair to poor
condition. The second is an industrial property
at 401 E Bicentennial Drive (19.4 acres), which
has a building in fair to poor condition and is
currently vacant / for sale. The remaining parcel
is being farmed (9.97 acres), but could possibly
transition to development as the surrounding area
develops. There is potential for an approximately
8.5-acre expansion area that includes farmland

ED Strategies
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Figure 4.1: Development Priorities, Interstate Area
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surrounding a new residential home that backs
up on a man-made pond. These lands should
be primarily marketed towards industrial or
potentially large-tenant office users.
RO-1.4: Commercial & Industrial (Priority 3)
This area
includes
portions of
three lots
under one
ownership,
covering
approximately 15 acres. Its location to existing
highway commercial and the interchange
make it an ideal location for additional highway
commercial or office users. There are potential
expansion areas around a recent residential
development, undeveloped land on a church
property, and reuse of the public works property
(if relocated). These expansion areas may have
more marketability and/or benefit to the community
as commercial than its current/planned use due
to its proximity to the interstate and adjacency to
the City’s sanitary plant.

RO-2: Downtown Primary Opportunities
As the social and economic center of the City, the
downtown offers an ideal location for small retail,
service and office businesses to cluster around
one with the potential for upper-story residential
units. As highlighted in Chapter 2 (Market
Study), there are several business types that are
potential opportunities in the Le Roy marketplace
and in particular are good fits for the downtown
area. Figure 4.2 (on the next page) and the
following text describes the primary catalytic
redevelopment sites within the downtown.
RO-2.1: Small Commercial Site
This 0.21-acre parcel is located on Walnut
Street (HWY 150) and is currently being used
for general use by landowner; however, is not an
operating business (formerly a gas station). There
is a roughly 1,200 square foot building in fair to
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poor condition
setback behind
a parking area.
The assessed
value of this
property
is
roughly $4,400
with the majority
in land value.
Potential uses
for the site include a local eatery (e.g. bakery, deli
and restaurant), butcher, salon/barbershop, or
small office building. Design elements to consider
include rear/side parking with the building setback
5- to 10-feet from the sidewalk edge (possibly
placing the building to the corner of Oak and
Walnut). The property has been flagged by the
EPA, but the owner is working towards a “No
Further Remediation” Letter.
RO-2.2: Commercial Site
This 0.38-acre
redevelopment
area includes
undeveloped
portions of two
parcels along
Walnut Street
(HWY
150).
Assuming
that half the
two properties equates to half of the value, this
redevelopment area has an assessed value
of roughly $7,500. The potential uses for the
site include a local eatery (e.g. bakery, deli and
restaurant), butcher, salon/barbershop, or small
office building. Design elements to consider
include rear/side parking with the building setback
5- to 10-feet from the sidewalk edge (possibly
placing the building to the corner of Oak and
Walnut).

ED Strategies
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Figure 4.2: Priority Redevelopment Areas Map, Downtown Area
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RO-2.3: Commercial / Mixed-Use Site
The primary redevelopment site is 105-107 N
Walnut Street (0.38 acres), which is assessed
at nearly $19,400. There is a 9,500 square foot
garage-type building that covers the majority of
the site. If the building could be re-used, it would
be advantageous to give it a facelift. As the examples below show these building types could be
brought back to life by adding in new windows/
doors, adding in retail-oriented “glass” garage
doors, a paint job, and new signage. Uses include retail (e.g., bakery, coffee shop, etc.) or service businesses (e.g., photography/art studio).
Additional design ideas include transitioning the
front (and possibly the south side of the building)
to a pedestrian zone (e.g., outdoor eating area,
plaza, landscaping), open up retail frontage(s)
with windows and doors, and adding in perpendicular parking along the entire block of Cherry
Street (requires removal of evergreens).

This redevelopment area could
be
expanded
to
0.75-acres
with the addition
of the existing
American Legion
property
(0.31
acres) and a single-family home
at 103 N. Walnut Street (0.06 acres). Combined
the three properties have an assessed value of
roughly $62,000. Potential uses for the site include a mixed use building with retail on the first
floor (or the American Legion) and housing in the
upper stories. This housing could give preference
to veterans as a part of an American Legion redevelopment project. Design elements to consider
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include placing the building at the corner of Center Street and the circle, being at least two stories, and placing most (if not all) the parking on
the north side of the building (should not be along
Center Street or facing the park).
RO-2.4: Downtown Retail / Mixed Use Site

This redevelopment site includes two vacant parcels, totaling 0.4 acres, with an assessed value
of approximately $7,000. The size of the lot suggest a single- to two-user retail building. Design
elements to consider include placing the building
along East Street with parking in the rear, connecting possibly to the Dollar General parking lot.
If a larger development is desired, the two single-family homes at 306 and 310 E Cedar Street
could be included. The combined acreage would
be 0.8 acres with an assessed value of nearly
$59,100. This expanded redevelopment area
could be a retail “multi-tenant” shopping center or
a mixed use development. If a retail center is proposed, the building should be built close to Cedar
Street with potential of wrapping the stores and
connecting to the Dollar General building. This
would result in parking being extended from the
Dollar General site.
If a mixed use building is desired, there
is potential to demo
the Dollar General
and include in an
even larger redevelopment with frontage
along East Street and
parking along Pearl
Street.
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Action Plan

5.1 ACTION PLAN
The following section features a compilation of
economic development actions and strategies
identified in Chapter 4 that are likely to increase
investment and economic activity in the City based
on its current market conditions (see Chapter 2)
and based on its current assets and opportunities
(see Chapter 3). Each action/strategy includes
a completion timeframe (i.e. short-, mid- and
long-term), covering the following topics:
◘
◘
◘
◘
◘

Organization & Administration
Business Recruitment
Public Events & Marketing
Redevelopment Opportunities
Infrastructure Improvements

Most of these actions require some cost. It is
presumed that most could be supported by tax
revenue from the City’s general fund. Where other
sources of potential funding may exist, such as
grant programs, these are noted. See Appendix
A for more detail on specific funding strategies, as
available at the time this plan was adopted.
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On-going Actions

A-3

Funding

Utilize the McLean County revolving loan fund which provides financial assistance to new or expanding McLean County,
businesses that expand job opportunities in the County.
TIF, USDA-RD

ME-1

Establish a Buy Local Campaign. The majority of business sales come from the local population, so this
group should be encouraged to shop locally. See pages 34-35 for examples of activities that could be a
part of the campaign. There are also other small communities surrounding Le Roy that should be
targeted for the Buy Local campaign as they are within the City's trade area.

ME-2.3

Add/update business websites and promote business reviews on major review sites (Google, Yelp,
Urbanspoon, Trip Advisor). If businesses already have websites, verify the content includes keywords
that would be found if someone used a search engine to look for the business. Also make sure the
businesses have completely filled out profiles on search engineers (e.g. Google). To encourage reviews,
post stickers or posters at area businesses to encourage people to review local businesses.

ME-3

Produce media advertisements. Traditional media is important, as not everyone gets their information
from online sources. Businesses should market though multiple media sources in conjunction with
special events on a quarterly basis. If this is too costly, take out a large ad space with space for smaller
individual business ads in popular area newspapers: the Pantagraph and the Le Roy-Farmer City Press.
As well as local radio stations like B104 and The Bull 107.7.

ME-5

Market existing businesses to commuters by adding their name to IDOT's Business Logo Signing
Program. Categories that can be included on theses signs include gas stations, food, lodging, camping
and attractions. However, there are additional requirements.

ME-6

Create welcome packets for new residents which includes information about Le Roy's history, services,
Realtors,
public/civic buildings and businesses. This will give the City an opportunity to welcome the new
Chamber of
residents and provide them with information about the City.
Commerce, City

ME-7

Expand the involvement of local businesses in Le Roy's community events and explore other events
that the community could host. The City should promote existing events on local media outlets to reach
the regional population. See suggested marketing strategies on page 37. Other events that the
community could consider hosting include art/mural installations, farmer's markets, concerts, movie
nights and sidewalk sales.
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sponsored
businesses,
Community
Chamber
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Short Term Actions

A-1

Form a commission to carry out the economic development plan (with a 3-year commitment). This
group should include representatives from the City Council, the Le Roy Chamber of Commerce, local
businesses and regional partners and will meet every quarter to discuss and push forward the actions in
this plan. Consider asking this group to commit to a 3-year term.

A-2

Create a TIF District where public improvements are needed most and where the greatest potential is
for redevelopment opportunities. Eligible projects to be funded by TIF include developer
loans/grants/incentives, streetscaping features, street lighting, parking infrastructure, transportation
improvements, utility improvements, promotion and economic development.

TIF

A-4

Create a façade improvement grant program to encourage exterior building improvements. This
program will fund preservation, restoration and maintenance within the downtown by providing
matching grant funds or low-interest financing. Refer to the guidelines on page 34 when evaluating
proposals.

TIF

ME-2.1

Enhance the dedicated page on the City website - and a link from the homepage menu - for local
businesses. There is an existing page for local businesses, but it should be more prominent, updated
frequently, and provide more information. The new page should provide a direct link to the Chamber's
Facebook page and website, add additional info about businesses (address, phone number, hours, etc.),
add a page for planned community events/sales and coupons for local businesses.

ME-2.2

Create a website for the newly rejuvenated Le Roy Chamber of Commerce in order to grow the
Chamber's (re: City's) online presence. This site should provide a calendar of events in Le Roy, business
coupons, and business hours and contact information (This could be done in coordination with the City
website or be standalone.) To distribute the work required for this task, the website should be built so
that Chamber members can access it and update their own information.

RO-1.1

Redevelopment of the Highway Commercial Area (Priority 1) is priority number one. There are ten
vacant lots in the area around the I-74 interchange which should be marketed toward highway
commercial users.

USDA-Rural
Development (USDARD), Municipal
Brownfield
Development Grant
(MBDG)

RO-2.1

Redevelopment existing "Vacant" Site. The site is being used by owner, but not for a business. The
building is fair to poor condition and could use significant improvement or redevelopment. Potential
uses include a local eatery, butcher, salon/barbershop, or small office building.

CDBG, USDA-RD,
TIF, MBDG

RO-2.2

Develop on garden "undeveloped" properties. This redevelopment area includes portions of two
properties with 0.38 acres to develop. Potential uses include a local eatery, butcher, salon/barbershop,
or small office building.

CDBG, USDA-RD,
TIF, MBDG
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Mid Term Actions (2021-2025)

Funding

ME-4

Update/Develop the logo for the City that reflects its local assets and uniqueness which is simple,
unique and easily recognizable. The City should either hire a professional to create the logo, or to keep
costs low, hold a community-wide or student design contest.

IS-1.1

Follow general streetscaping guidelines when reconstructing streets in Le Roy. These general
guidelines are found on pages 37-38 and will address immediate streetscaping issues on sidewalks,
lighting crosswalks, and street furniture.

TIF, ITEP

IS-1.2

Implement the four (4) recommended streetscape projects. These projects are found on page 38 and
will address deficiencies within downtown Le Roy.

TIF, ITEP

IS-2.2

Install a cohesive community wayfinding signage system to help direct motorists to City destinations.

ITEP

RO-1.2

Develop Priority Area 2A for Regional Commercial use, such as a business park, and/or mid- to largebox retail.

USDA-RD

RO-1.3

(Re)Develop Priority Area 2B for Industrial & Office uses (i.e., large tenant, large facility users).

RO-2.3

Redevelop existing vacant building with potential for included additional developed sites.
Reinvestment in the garage/storage building could provide a unique urban shops/service uses. If
CDBG, USDA-RD,
redeveloping the site, consideration could be to include the adjacent American Legion and single family
TIF, MBDG
home. New development could include retail (or American Legion) on the first floor with residential
above.

Long Term Actions (2026-2035)
IS-2.1

Create entry (gateway) signs to denote the arrival into Le Roy at both ends of the Highway 150
Corridor, on Chestnut Street just north of Sunset Drive, and on the Interstate 74. See page 39 for
suggested design for gateway signage.

RO-1.4

Develop Priority Area 3 for Commercial and Industrial uses.

RO-2.4

Develop existing vacant properties with the opportunity to include adjacent homes and/or Dollar
General. This redevelopment area is prominetly located on Highway 150 (Cedar St) and provides an
opportunity for a small retail building. If expanded to include additonal properties on the block, a
larger retail center and/or mixed use could be considered.
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USDA-RD, MBDG

Funding
ITEP

CDBG, USDA-RD,
TIF, MBDG

APPENDIX A
FUNDING STRATEGIES

Most actions within this plan require some cost.
It is presumed that most could be supported
by tax revenue from the City’s general fund;
however, there are other sources that can help
offset or cover the cost to fund specific actions
as noted in Chapter 5. This appendix provides
detail on those specific funding strategies, as
available at the time this plan was adopted.

FUNDING PROGRAMS BY CATEGORY

APPLICATION
DUE DATE

GRANTING
AGENCY

No deadlines. Applications
reviewed as they are
received.

Illinois Department of
Commerce and Economic
Opportunity

MAXIMUM AWARD

GENERAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Community Development Block Grant Program
¾ available for loan by a local government to businesses locating or
expanding in the community. Funds may be used for machinery
and equipment, working capital, building construction and
renovation. Grants may also be available for improvements to
public infrastructure in direct support of a business that would
create and/or retain jobs in the community.

$750,000.00 Max award

BROWNFIELDS/REDEVELOPMENT
Municipal Brownfield Development Grant (MBRG)
¾ Provides funding for properties contaminated or suspected of being
contaminated by petroleum, hazardous waste, or both
¾ Funds can be used for implementation of remediation activities

Maximum grant amount that
may be initially requested is
$120,000, with no more than
$240,000 available per
municipality

Grant applications accepted
January 1st thru July 1st.

Illinois Environmental
Protection Agency
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FUNDING PROGRAMS BY CATEGORY

MAXIMUM AWARD

APPLICATION
DUE DATE

GRANTING
AGENCY

BUSINESS RECRUITMENT
Business & Industry Loan Guarantees
¾ Given to businesses which save or create rural jobs. Borrowers can
be public or private. Can be used for the purchase of land,
equipment, buildings, tourist and recreation facilities and housing
development.

80% guaranteed for loans of $5
million or less; 70% guaranteed Applications accepted on an
USDA Rural Development
for $5 - $10 million; 60%
ongoing basis.
guaranteed for $10 - $25 million

Rural Business Enterprise Grants
¾ Program finances the development of small and emerging business
enterprises in rural areas. Grants may be used for acquisition and
development of land, construction of buildings, machinery, roads,
utilities, the creation of rural distance learning programs, technical
assistance for businesses, industrial park improvements.

Statutory limit is $1,500,000

Deadline likely to be Jan 31. USDA Rural Development

Advantage Illinois: Participation Loan Program
¾ Enhances access to capital for Illinois businesses. Designed to
enable small businesses to obtain medium to long-term financing to
help grow and expand their businesses. Covers start-up costs,
working capital, business procurement, franchise fees, equipment,
inventory, and bricks and mortar improvements.

Below market loan rates

Applications continuously
reviewed through end of
2017.

Illinois Department of
Commerce and Economic
Opportunity

Below market loan rates

Applications continuously
reviewed through end of
2017.

Illinois Department of
Commerce and Economic
Opportunity

Advantage Illinois: Capital Access Program
¾ Enhances access to capital for Illinois businesses. Accessed via
participating banks and uses small amount of public resources to
generate private bank financing. Covers start-up costs, working
capital, business procurement, franchise fees, equipment,
inventory, and bricks and mortar improvements.
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FUNDING PROGRAMS BY CATEGORY

APPLICATION
DUE DATE

MAXIMUM AWARD

GRANTING
AGENCY

INFRASTRUCTURE OPPORTUNITIES
Community Development Block Grants (CDBG): 51% LMI Requirement
¾ Public Infrastructure – Through the Public Infrastructure
component, local governments needing to improve public
infrastructure and eliminate conditions detrimental to public
health, safety, and public welfare may request funds for Public
Infrastructure funds to undertake projects designed to alleviate
these conditions.
¾ Emergency Public Infrastructure – When emergencies strike,
communities may apply for emergency funding to undertake
projects that address an emergency or a particular urgency
requiring immediate public infrastructure assistance to eliminate
conditions detrimental to health, safety, and public welfare.

$450,000.00

Next cycle due September
30, 2016

$200,000.00

Applications accepted on an
ongoing basis.

Business Development Public Infrastructure Program
¾ Provides grants to units of local government for public
improvements on behalf of a business(s) undertaking a major
expansion or relocation project that will result in substantial private
investment and the creation and/or retention of a large amount of
Illinois jobs. The infrastructure improvements must be made for
public benefit and on public property and must directly result in the Awards are determined by the
Illinois Department of
creation or retention of private sector jobs. The Program helps local amount of investment and job Applications excepted Jan 1 - Commerce and Economic
June
30,
annually.
governments finance public infrastructure needed to support
creation or retention involved
Opportunity
economic development and private sector job creation. Funding is
available only for infrastructure projects which lead directly to
private sector expansion or retention activities.

IDOT Economic Development Program
¾ Provides grant assistance for roadway improvements necessary for Maximum amount provided for
access to new or expanding industrial, manufacturing, or
one individual project is $2
distribution facility companies.
million. 100% state funding for
roadway improvements on state
owned routes and up to 50%
state funding for eligible locally Applications accepted on an
owned roadways (remaining
ongoing basis.
50% match could be provided by
local government entities or
private sources)

Illinois Department of
Transportation

IDOT Truck Access Route Program (TARP)
¾ Assists local governments to upgrade roads to accommodate
80,000 pound truck loads.

Provide $45,000 per lane mile
and $22,000 per eligible
intersection. State participation
will not exceed 50% of the total Applications accepted on an
construction costs or $900,000,
ongoing basis.
whichever is less

Illinois Department of
Transportation
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APPLICATION
DUE DATE

GRANTING
AGENCY

Every two years, around
May, during even numbered
years.

Illinois Department of
Transportation

N/A

Municipality

MAXIMUM AWARD

INFRASTRUCTURE OPPORTUNITIES
Illinois Transportation Enhancement Program (ITEP)
¾ The ITEP provides funding for community based projects that
expand travel choices and enhance the transportation experience
by improving the cultural, historic, aesthetic and environmental
aspects of our transportation infrastructure.
Provision of facilities for pedestrians/bicycles
Provision of safety and educational activities for pedestrians &
bicyclists
Preservation of abandoned railway corridors (including the
conversion and use thereof for pedestrian or bicycle trails)
Historic Preservation
Rehabilitation/operation of historic transportation buildings
(including historic railroad facilities and canals)*

Maximum award is 80% of
project costs. Grants of up to $2
million are available. A 20% local
match is required.
Construction projects must be
$200,00 and over.

All other projects must be
$25,000 (federal share) and
over.

Establishment of transportation museums
Acquisition of scenic easements and scenic or historic sites
Scenic or historic highway programs (including the provision of
tourist and welcome center facilities)
Landscaping and other scenic beautification
Control and removal of outdoor advertising

Reimbursement program to
project sponsor.

20% local match funds required.

Environmental mitigation of water pollution due to highway
run-off or reduce vehicle caused wildlife mortality
Archeological planning and research

Tax Increment Financing Program
¾ Illinois law allows units of local governments to designate areas
within their jurisdiction as TIF districts. These specially designated
districts are used by local governments as a way to spur economic
growth by dedicating the sales tax revenues and additional
property tax revenues generated with in the TIF for improvements
within the district with the hope of encouraging new economic
development and job creation.

Dependent upon individual
program rules

Safe Routes to School (SRTS)
¾ Safe Routes to School SRTS) programs encourage children ages K-8
Reimbursement program; 100%
to walk and bike to school by creating safer walking and biking
January-March applications
funded. Infrastructure project
routes.
available. Due in April.
¾ Eligible projects/activities must focus on children in kindergarten
must be $25,000 and over; nonSubmit every 2 years, next
through eighth grades. Projects must be within a two-mile radius of infrastructure projects must be
is TBD
$10,000 and over.
any elementary or middle school.

Illinois Department of
Transportation

PeopleForBikes Community Grants
¾ Funds bicycle infrastructure projects such as bike paths, lanes,
trails, and bridges, mountain bike facilities, bike parks and pump
tracks, BMX facilities, end-of-trip facilities (bike racks, storage), and
more.
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50% of projects up to $10,000.

Spring Awards - May 31,
2015. Fall Awards December 4, 2015.

PeopleForBikes
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APPLICATION
DUE DATE

GRANTING
AGENCY

No regularly scheduled
deadline (January 8, 2012
was the most recent
deadline)

Federal Highway
Administration

SSA Dependent

N/A

Municipality

SSA Dependent

N/A

Municipality

Endowment Dependent

N/A

Volunteer Board/Trustees

MAXIMUM AWARD

INFRASTRUCTURE OPPORTUNITIES
National Scenic Byways Discretionary Grants
¾ A project should benefit the byway traveler's experience, whether
it will help manage the intrinsic qualities that support the byway's
designation, shape the byway's story, byway.
There are eight categories of eligible project activities:
State and Indian Tribe
Program funding varies each
year; 20% local match funds
required.

Corridor Management Plan Implementation
Safety Improvements
Byway Facilities
Access to Recreation
Resource Protection
Interpretive Information
Marketing Program

OTHER FUNDING OPTIONS
Special Service Areas
¾ A taxing mechanism that can be used to fund a wide range of
special or additional services and/or physical improvements in a
defined geographic area within Le Roy. It allows the City to
establish such areas without incurring debt or levying a tax on the
entire municipality.
There are 3 main categories of eligible project activities:
SUPPORT SERVICES - Downtown Marketing, special events,
seasonal decorations, promotion/advertising, tenant
search/leasing support, improved snow/trash removal
services, security improvements, program admin, public
relations activities, store window display assistance
INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS - landscaping, lighting,
benches, trash receptales, alley repaving, curbs, storm /
sanitary sewers, sidewalks, parking lots
LAND/BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS - redevelopment, storefront
improvements (grants/loans), interior rehab

Illinois Prairie Community Foundation
¾
Grants. A grant-making public charity dedicated to improving the
lives of people in a defined local geographic area. It brings together
the financial resources of individuals, families, and businesses to
support effective nonprofits in Le Roy.
¾ Edowments . A community endowment is a tax-exempt public
charity created by and for the people of the community and
governed by a volunteer board of trustees. A community
endowment provides convenient bridges between donors and
charities - they act as catalysts for community improvement by
working with a wide variety of partners. A community endowment
is a permanent entity. Funds in a community endowment will
continue to benefit a community forever.
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